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Permanent magnet synchronous motors (PMSMs) are an alternative in critical applications where high-
speed operation, compactness and high efficiency are required. In these applications it is highly desired to 
dispose of an on-line, reliable and cost-effective fault diagnosis method. Fault prediction and diagnosis 
allows increasing electric machines performance and raising their lifespan, thus reducing maintenance 
costs, while ensuring optimum reliability, safe operation and timely maintenance. Consequently this 
thesis is dedicated to the diagnosis of magnetic and electrical faults in PMSMs.   
As a first step, the behavior of a healthy machine is studied, and with this aim a new 2D finite element 
method (FEM) model-based system for analyzing surface-mounted PSMSs with skewed rotor magnets is 
proposed. It is based on generating a geometric equivalent non-skewed permanent magnet distribution 
which accounts for the skewed distribution of the practical rotor, thus avoiding 3D geometries and greatly 
reducing the computational burden of the problem.  
To diagnose demagnetization faults, this thesis proposes an on-line methodology based on monitoring the 
zero-sequence voltage component (ZSVC). Attributes of the proposed method include simplicity, very 
low computational burden and high sensibility when compared with the well known stator currents 
analysis method. A simple expression of the ZSVC is deduced, which can be used as a fault indicator 
parameter. Furthermore, mechanical effects arising from demagnetization faults are studied. These effects 
are analyzed by means of FEM simulations and experimental tests based on direct measurements of the 
shaft trajectory through self-mixing interferometry. For that purpose two perpendicular laser diodes are 
used to measure displacements in both X and Y axes. Laser measurements proved that demagnetization 
faults may induce a quantifiable deviation of the rotor trajectory. 
In the case of electrical faults, this thesis studies the effects of resistive unbalance and stator winding 
inter-turn short-circuits in PMSMs and compares two methods for detecting and discriminating both 
faults. These methods are based on monitoring and analyzing the third harmonic component of the stator 
currents and the first harmonic of the ZSVC.  
Finally, the Vold-Kalman filtering order tracking algorithm is introduced and applied to extract selected 
harmonics related to magnetic and electrical faults when the machine operates under variable speed and 
different load levels. Furthermore, different fault indicators are proposed and their behavior is validated 
by means of experimental data.  Both simulation and experimental results show the potential of the 
proposed methods to provide helpful and reliable data to carry out a simultaneous diagnosis of resistive 
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Electric motors are one of the most important components of industrial machinery, playing a decisive role 
in applications such as robotics and motion control. It is well known that industry continuously demands 
faster and more reliable manufacturing machinery. In the last decade, different electric motor 
technologies have become popular because high power density, accurate dynamic performance and high 
efficiency are being demanded in industrial applications. Additionally, a number of different control 
methods have been widespread, such as adaptive motor control [1-3]. 
PMSMs are currently being widely applied and are being object of an intense research  [4] because they 
accomplish with the abovementioned features and are well suited for new adjustable speed ac inverter 
drives. Appealing features of PMSMs include high-speed operation, precise torque control even at low 
speed, high power to weight ratio, compactness, and high efficiency [5]. The development of rare earth 
magnets such as Sm-Co and Nd-Fe-B has made possible the development of efficient and compact 
PMSMs. Furthermore, PMSMs efficiency and power factor do not depend on the pole number and speed 
to the same extent as it is the case of induction motors. All of these reasons lead to PMSMs to gain 
ground in automotive, robotics and aeronautical industry [6]. 
On the other hand, for safety-critical systems, the consequences of a minor fault in a component can be 
catastrophic [7]. Therefore, demand on reliability, safety and fault tolerance is generally high. It is 
necessary to design control systems which are capable of diagnose and tolerate potential faults in order to 
improve the reliability and availability while providing a desirable performance[8]. There are different 
fault detection techniques for electric motors such as temperature measurement, radio frequency emission 
monitoring, noise and vibration monitoring, acoustic noise measurements, motor torque and speed 
harmonic analysis and stator currents monitoring among others [9]. Stator currents monitoring [10] is the 
most widely employed method since can provide unique fault patterns [10], it is non-intrusive and does 
not require extra equipment because it uses the stator winding as search coil and performs a numerical 
processing of the acquired stator currents. Stator currents monitoring relies on several mathematical 
processing techniques. Among them, Fourier transform based methods have been widely applied when 
the motor operates under stationary conditions [11]. However, when operating under non-stationary 
conditions, time-frequency based methods still remain preferred [5]. 
PMSMs faults can be classified in magnetic, electrical and mechanical faults. Magnetic faults include 
damaged or demagnetized magnets, whereas electrical faults include abnormal connection, stator open 
turns, stator short circuited turns, phase-to-phase and phase-to-ground short-circuits. Mechanical faults 







bearings [12]. In this work magnetic and electrical faults (unbalance connections and inter-turns short-
circuits) are analyzed in surface-mounted permanent magnet synchronous motors (SPMSMs). 
Partial demagnetization has adverse mechanical effects because it causes unbalanced magnetic pull, 
magnetic force harmonics, acoustic noise and vibrations [13], thus reducing mechanical torque of the 
SPMSM and affecting motor performance [14]. Due to partial demagnetization, the SPMSM requires a 
stator current higher than the rated one to generate the same output torque. This in turn increases the 
temperature of the PMSM and may cause a higher demagnetization, which again increases the stator 
current [15]. Additionally, over-currents due to inter-turn short-circuits may produce partial 
demagnetization [14]. The worst-case condition happens when a whole stator coil is in short circuit when 
the armature reaction is at its highest, during transients or when the motor drives high loads [13]. Stator 
short-circuits increase fault effects and may shift the permanent magnet operation point below the 
irreversible demagnetization region [16]. 
In this work it is proved that partial demagnetization faults generate harmonics in the back-emf spectrum 
of a single slot because the flux is not symmetrical. However, depending on windings configuration, 
when analyzing the global back-emf induced in all the slots of a phase, in some cases it is not possible to 
detect such harmonics because they cancel each other. Hence, when diagnosing this specific type of fault, 
in some motors it is not feasible to detect fault harmonics in the current spectrum due to demagnetization. 
In this work it is proposed to diagnose incipient demagnetization faults by applying an on-line monitoring 
of the zero-sequence voltage component (ZSVC) [17]. This method is also appropriate for inverter-fed 
machines. An accessible neutral point of the stator windings is needed to measure the ZSVC, just as 
required by the fault tolerant schemes that add an extra inverter branch which, under a fault condition, is 
connected to the neutral point of the SPMSM by replacing the faulty phase [15]. Additionally, a simple-
to-extract fault severity factor is presented and its behavior is evaluated and validated by means of 
experiments when the SPMSM operates under different speed and load conditions.  
In the case of electrical faults, most problems are caused by deterioration and failure of the turn-to-turn 
insulation and subsequently they develop into more severe insulation faults [18]. Such faults generate 
large circulating currents in the shorted turns of the order of twice the blocked rotor current [19] which in 
turn produce winding overheating. It results in severe coil-to-coil short-circuits in which coils from the 
same phase get shorted and also can result in phase-to-phase short-circuits, where the fault occurs 
between two or more different phases. These faults can again develop into phase-to-ground faults, which 
can cause substantial damage to the motor [18]. According to [19], ground current may lead to 
irreversible damage to the core and the machine might have to be pulled out of service. In the case of 
PMSMs, stator over-currents due to inter-turn short-circuits may create a magnetic flux opposed to the 
natural flux of the permanent magnets, which may lead to a demagnetization of the rotor magnets [14]. 
On the other hand in a three-phase motor, phase resistances should be as balanced as possible. 







contamination problems. Moreover, vibrations and thermal cycling process may deteriorate connections 
[20]. Poor contacts may generate local overheating, unbalanced voltages and currents as well as electrical 
failures such as short-circuits or open-circuits [21]. Unbalanced conditions generate negative-sequence 
voltages and currents that have a negative impact on the motor efficiency and performance and may lead 
to excessive thermal stress. Furthermore, voltage unbalance may generate a current unbalance several 
times larger than the magnitude of voltage unbalance. The impedance unbalance may increase with time 
because of the heating of the stator windings [22].The objective of this thesis is to study both resistive 
unbalance and inter-turn faults in SPMSMs while providing a fault detection method for distinguishing 
them, even when fed by a voltage-source inverter. For this purpose, two methods are proposed. The first 
one is based on the analysis of the amplitude of the third harmonic of the stator currents for different 
operating points of the SPMSM, whereas the second one is based on the analysis of the first harmonic of 
the ZSVC [23]. 
1.1 Objectives 
This works aims to contribute to the detection and diagnosis of magnetic and electrical faults in 
permanent magnet synchronous motors.  The main objectives of this work are as follows: 
 
• Carry out an exhaustive theoretical and experimental analysis of demagnetization and electrical 
faults, including winding configuration effects.  
• Identify relevant fault harmonics in stator currents and voltage signals caused by each fault type. 
• Determine fault harmonics behavior under stationary and variable load and speed conditions. 
• Select and implement and appropriate signal processing technique for tracking relevant 
harmonics from variable frequency signals. 
• Propose fault indicators to diagnose electric and magnetic faults. 
1.2 Main contributions of the thesis 
The most important scientific contributions of this work are as follows: 
 
• A new 2D finite element method (FEM) based system for analyzing SPMSMs with skewed rotor 
magnets is presented. It is based on generating a geometric equivalent non-skewed permanent 
magnet distribution which accounts for a skewed distribution of a practical rotor. An appealing 
feature of the proposed system is that it can be easily performed in any 2D electromagnetic FEM 
package by performing a simple change in the magnets geometry instead of using 3D models 







• It is presented a novel mathematical model to study partial demagnetization effects in the back-
emf on both a single slot and the resultant effect on all slots in an integral (q = 1) concentrated 
winding.   
• It is proposed and studied the diagnosis of demagnetization faults in SPMSMs by means of an on-
line monitoring of the ZSVC instead of applying the classical stator currents method. 
Furthermore, a simple expression of the ZSVC is deduced, which is proposed as a new fault 
indicator parameter in SPMSMs with integral slot windings.  
• Based on FEM simulations, it is investigated the winding configuration influence on the currents 
and ZSVC spectra in a demagnetized motor. New motor models are studied that include 
fractional and integral stator slot windings, single- and double-layer, full-, short-, and variable-
pitch, and series- and parallel-connected windings. 
• Mechanical effects arising from demagnetization faults are studied. These effects are analyzed by 
means of FEM simulations and experimental tests based on direct measurements of the shaft 
trajectory by means of self-mixing interferometry, to which result on a new hybrid detection 
method for motor faults. Additionally, a FEM model that includes the motor shaft displacement is 
presented.  
• It is proposed and analyzed a new parametric model which allows studying windings inter-turn 
short-circuit faults effects. From this model a new methodology based on the analysis of the first 
ZSVC harmonic is proposed for detecting such a fault.  
• A new mathematical model of the SPMSM including saturation effects which accounts for inter-
turns short-circuits and unbalance stator resistance faults is developed.  
• The Vold-Kalman filtering order tracking algorithm is introduced and applied to track relevant 
harmonics when the machine running under variable speed and different load levels. 
• Two reliable new fault indicators especially focused on stator windings inter-turn faults diagnosis 
under non-stationary speed conditions are proposed. 
1.3 Thesis outline 
The contents of the thesis are: 
 
• Chapter 2. Condition monitoring of electrical machines: this chapter presents the main definitions 
related to condition monitoring with the aim of highlight the importance of studying faults in 
SPMSMs. Additionally in this chapter some general aspects about SPMSMs faults are described. 
• Chapter 3. Healthy SPMSM: In this chapter it is studied the healthy machine state in order to 
examine the main constructive harmonics in the back-emf and stator currents. Furthermore it is 







• Chapter 4. Demagnetization faults in SPMSM: In this chapter it is presented a theoretical and 
experimental analysis of demagnetization faults, including winding configuration influence and 
mechanical effects.  
• Chapter 5. Electrical faults in SPMSM: In this chapter it is analyzed stator unbalance resistance 
and winding inter-turns short-circuits, a model for both faults is developed and a diagnosis 
method from proposed models is derived. Moreover, SPMSM with shorted turns and different 
winding configurations are studied.  
• Chapter 6. Diagnosis of SPMSMs operating under non-stationary conditions by means of order 
tracking filtering: In this chapter, the Vold-Kalman filtering order tracking is introduced and 
applied for tracking demagnetization and inter-turns short-circuits harmonics from non-stationary 
signals.  
• Chapter 7. Conclusions and future work. 
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2. CONDITION MONITORING OF ELECTRICAL MACHINES 
This chapter presents an overview of condition monitoring techniques and the main concepts in regard to 
PMSM faults.   
Most of electrical machines have to operate within a close set of limits. These are selected to ensure safe 
operation and to guarantee that design specifications are not exceeded. In many applications such as 
electrical vehicles, electrical motors operate within a particular range of speeds and loads. This includes 
both steady-state and variable operation. Intermittently, electrical machines are required to operate 
outside of design constrains for short time periods (start-up, shutdown, and momentary overloads) [24]. 
The most important reason for using condition monitoring and fault diagnostics is to generate precise 
information about the actual condition of the motor. This allows more realistic expectations about 
machine performance. With this type of information is possible to determinate the following key 
aspects[25]:    
 
• Expected time to failure  
• Expected failure mode  
• Required maintenance activities   
 
Failures can be divided into incipient and catastrophic. In most type of failures there are some previous 
alarms to detect the failure. The aim of condition monitoring and fault diagnosis is to detect any failure in 
its incipient phase and its progression over the time. This will allows to design actuation plans to avoid 
catastrophic stages [24].   
2.1 Maintenance strategies 
Maintenance strategies can be classified into three types: run-to-failure, programmed and condition-based 
maintenance (CBM) [26]. 
Run-to-failure is an approach where maintenance actions or replacements are performed when machinery 
has failed. Run-to-failure maintenance is recommended in the following situations: 
• With redundant machines 
• Low costs spares or replacements are possible 
• All failures modes are safe 







In the case of programmed or preventive maintenance, specific tasks are performed at defined time 
intervals in order to keep a significant period between machine capacities and actual duty. Preventive 
maintenance is effective under the following circumstances: 
• Statistics of the failure time is known 
• Maintenance actions return the reliability of the machine  
• A dominant single known failure type 
• A usual low cost associated with regular substitution of the equipment  
• With a low cost secondary damage  
An example of preventive maintenance practice can be found in a car, in which the  engine oil is replaced 
at regular time intervals with a relative low cost. 
2.2 Condition-based maintenance 
In CBM, components are periodically inspected in order to determine their condition and to identify their 
degradation rates. A maintenance decision is based upon an examination of the monitored data and only 
when it is necessary. The main advantages of CBM is that actual condition and precise failure prediction 
permit flexibility for maintenance at a suitable time, therefore improving system availability and reducing 
random breakdowns. 
The fundamental component in a CBM program is the failure prediction and consequently an effective 
method of condition monitoring. The ideal method would be one in which the state of the equipment 
would be identified continuously and would provide an accurate prediction of any possible failure on 
demand. As a result, condition monitoring is the way by which CBM can be carried out.  
CBM should be used when the following circumstances apply: 
• In expensive or vital machinery  
• There is a long time for replacements parts  
• In uninterruptible processes  
• Equipment with expensive maintenance  
• Acceptable cost of monitoring program  
• In remote equipment  
• Failures may be dangerous  
2.3 Condition monitoring 
Condition monitoring can be defined as a method or a practice of monitoring the working characteristics 







maintenance before severe deterioration occurs and to estimate the machine condition. Machine 
monitoring can be carried out periodically or continuously [24]. 
In periodic monitoring, machine data is only collected at specific time intervals with portable removable 
sensors. This type of monitoring is typically applied to equipment where failure modes are known. 
Trending of state and severity levels checks are the main focus. On the other hand in continuous 
monitoring, the data from fixed sensors in the machine is analyzed automatically. This type of monitoring 
is carried out on critical equipment [27]. 
A condition monitoring system should include the following three main steps [28]: 
• Data acquisition 
• Fault detection  
• Fault identification and Diagnosis  
2.3.1  Data acquisition 
Data acquisition is an essential step in fault diagnosis. Condition monitoring data are the measurements 
related to the state of the system. 
The source data can be vibration data, acoustic data, oil analysis data, temperature, pressure, moisture, 
humidity,  and weather or environment data among others. Various sensors, such as micro-sensors, 
ultrasonic sensors, acoustic emission sensors, etc., have been designed to collect different types of data. 
Selection of sensors will rely on the monitoring method and are related to the knowledge on failure 
mechanisms of the machine [29].  
In this project, the signals acquired for fault diagnosis purposes are stator currents and voltages. 
2.3.2  Fault detection 
The aim of fault detection schemes is to determine the possible occurrence of an incipient fault appearing 
in the machine and the need of further corrective actions.  
Fault detection can be done by means of feature extraction methods, time domain, frequency domain or 
time-frequency domain signal processing technologies in order to obtain “signatures” which can represent 
normal and faulty states[30]. 
Various signal processing techniques have been developed to analyze and interpret collected data with the 
aim of extracting useful information for further diagnostic and prognostic purposes. The selection of 
appropriate signal data processing algorithm among a wide number of possibilities is an important task 
which depends of the selected sensors and motor application.  
The most widely used conventional analysis is the spectral analysis by means of fast Fourier transform 
(FFT). The main idea of spectral analysis in fault diagnosis is to either analyze the whole spectrum or 







One limitation of frequency-domain analysis is its inability to handle non-stationary waveform signals, 
which are very common when machinery faults occur.  
In several PMSM applications, torque and speed are not constant (i.e. aeronautical and traction 
applications) and usually operate under variable operational conditions. 
Generally, frequencies related with fault diagnosis have a mathematical relationship with the fundamental 
one (commonly referred as orders). The order spectrum represents the amplitude of a signal as a function 
of the harmonic order instead of the absolute frequency [31]. Order or harmonic tracking (OT) is the 
process for recovering a particular order waveform in the time domain from a given waveform, which 
usually contains multiple harmonics and noise [32]. 
Time-frequency distributions such as wavelet-based analysis [33] or methods based on the Cohen’s class 
[34] among others may also be applied to track harmonic frequencies. However, in order to improve the 
resolution, some of the methods based on time-frequency transforms require filtering the analyzed signal 
to remove the fundamental harmonic frequency because its amplitude is often much greater than that of 
the harmonic of interest. Additionally, most of them calculate the whole or at least a broad band of the 
spectrum at each time interval prior to obtain a fault indicator index.  
In this work, the Vold-Kalman Filtering Order Tracking (VKF-OT) method is introduced to track selected 
harmonics for fault diagnosis proposes. Its advantage is that VKF-OT only extracts the harmonic 
frequency of interest (but not the whole spectrum) by applying an adaptive band-pass filter centered on 
that frequency. When tracking a very small number of harmonics, VKF-OT is a compact solution since it 
includes the harmonic extraction and tracking steps. Hence, the VKF-OT algorithm allows minimizing 
the data structure of the problem, and therefore its computational burden. 
2.3.3  Fault diagnosis 
Machine fault diagnostics is the process in which the information obtained in the detection or signal 
processing step is analyzed with the aim of determining the type, magnitude and location of the most 
probable fault [30], and their expected impact. 
Conventionally, fault diagnosis is done manually by experts in an off-line analysis with auxiliary 
graphical tools such as spectrum graph, spectrogram, wavelets spectrogram, etc. Therefore highly 
qualified and skilled technicians are needed to perform this task.  
Automatic fault diagnosis is highly attractive. This can be achieved on-line by means of the classification 
of signals based on the features extracted from the raw signals and combined with computational 









Fig. 2.1. Fault Diagnosis Methods 
2.4 PMSM faults 
A first step to incorporate PMSMs in a condition monitoring program is the study of their failures modes. 
Faults in PMSMs are classified into three groups: electrical, magnetic, and mechanical faults as 
summarized in Fig.2.2 [12].  
 
 
Fig.2.2. Faults classification in PMSMs  
Electrical faults involve abnormal connection of the stator windings, stator open-turns and stator short-
circuited turns. Inter-turn short-circuits are one of most usual three-phase motors failures types [36] which 
are related to stator winding insulation degradation. In the case of PMSMs, inter-turn short-circuits may 
result in stator over currents that create a magnetic flux opposed to the natural flux of the permanent 
magnets, which in turn may lead to a demagnetization of the rotor magnets [14]. Mechanical faults 
involve bearing and eccentricity faults. Eccentricity faults consist of static eccentricity, dynamic 
eccentricity, and mixed eccentricity. They occur due to manufacturing imprecision such as unbalanced 







additional vibrations, noise emissions and torque pulsations [12]; magnetic faults consist on partial or 
total demagnetization of the rotor magnets. This work is focused on the fault detection and diagnosis of 
electrical and magnetic faults as shown in Fig. 2.3. 
 
 
Fig. 2.3. Summary of the scope of this work: detection and diagnosis of magnetic and electrical faults in 
PMSMs 
2.4.1  Rotor magnets demagnetization 
Permanent-magnet machines are designed to remain magnetized when operating under normal working 
conditions. The operating point of the magnet (or its portion) may slip below the knee of demagnetization 
at extreme temperatures or fault currents (such as short-circuit currents produced by the inverter or stator 
faults) and under heavy loads.  
The demagnetization curve shown in Fig. 2.4 displays the operation point of a PMSM for healthy 
conditions and with 4 and 8 shorted-turns at 120°C. The operational point is determined by the 
intersection of the demagnetization curve with a straight line representing the permeability of the external 
magnetic circuit. 
It should be noted that a temperature increment may displace the demagnetization curve towards the right 
side, thus approaching the demagnetization point k to the straight line and increasing the risk of 
permanent or irreversible demagnetization [37]. 
If the failure causes the operating point to fall off the lower end of a recoil line, there will be an 
irreversible flux loss [38]. 
As a consequence of demagnetization, the distributed magneto motive force (MMF) is not sinusoidal. If 
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Where fs is the supply frequency, p is the pole pairs and k is an integer.  




Fig. 2.4. Operation points of permanent magnets for a PMSM   
2.4.2  Inter-turn short-circuits 
Inter-turn short-circuits are one of most usual failures in PMSM; these kinds of failures are generated by 
problems in stator winding insulation (modeled as fR in Fig. 2.5). The no detection of such faults may 
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Fig. 2.5. PMSM stator with inter-turns short-circuits 
 
The distribution of the stator MMF in the air gap will be affected by the current if that circulates through 
the short-circuited turns. The fault of the shorted turns in the stator phase winding leads to three main 







generates less MMF. Moreover, the shorted turns lead to an increase of the local leakage flux, particularly 
slot leakage; this changes the local saturation conditions of the teeth. Thus, there is a change in flux 
density near the short-circuit point. Second, the short-circuited turns will create their own MMF but with 
a phase that is in opposition to that of the damaged windings. Then, currents induced in the shorted coils 
oppose the establishment of the main air-gap flux, reducing the corresponding main flux along the 
winding axis of the shorted coil [39]. Third, the current through the shorted turns increases the heat and 
can further deteriorate the insulation.  
Among the serious consequences of inter-turn short-circuits, the loss of stator symmetry leads to the 
appearance of third harmonic components in the stator currents, as well as an amplitude change of the 
integer harmonics. This information may be used for fault diagnosis.  
On the other hand, for a wye-connected electrical machine without any asymmetry, the ZSVC of the 
stator voltages is zero, regardless of the unbalance in the supply voltages. A stator winding turn-fault 
detection scheme based on monitoring the zero-sequence voltage component has been proposed in [19] 
for wye-connected electrical machines. The method requires an access to the neutral point of the stator 
winding. 
Inter-turn short-circuit faults are studied in detail in chapter 5. 
2.4.3  Eccentricity 
Eccentricity faults constitute a considerable portion of the faults related to electric motors. Machine 
eccentricity is the condition of unequal air gap that exists between the stator and rotor [28]. There are two 
types of air-gap eccentricity: the static air-gap eccentricity and the dynamic air-gap eccentricity. In the 
case of the static air-gap eccentricity, the position of the minimal radial air-gap length is fixed in space. 
Dynamic eccentricity occurs when the center of the rotor is not at the center of the rotation and the 
position of minimum air-gap rotates with the rotor [40]. In reality, static and dynamic eccentricities tend 
to coexist. An inherent level of static eccentricity exists in healthy machines. 
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Where fe are the fault frequencies in the stator currents. 
2.4.4  Bearing damage 
The majority of the electrical machines use ball or rolling element bearings. Each of these bearings 







rotate inside these rings. Even under normal operating conditions with balanced load and good alignment, 
fatigue failures may take place. Flaking or spilling of bearings might occur when fatigue causes small 
pieces to break loose from the bearing. Apart from normal internal operating stresses, other causes of 
bearing damages due to vibration, inherent eccentricity, and bearing currents due to solid state drives 
appear as well [42].  
Sometimes bearing faults might manifest themselves as rotor asymmetry faults [28], which are usually 
covered under the category of eccentricity-related faults. Otherwise, the ball bearing related defects can 
be categorized as outer bearing race defects, inner bearing race defects, ball defects, and train defects. All 
these mechanical defects cause distortions in flux distribution inside the machine, which in turns leads to 
new current harmonics in the stator currents. 
The characteristic fault frequencies are the result of the absolute motion (vibration) of the machine [43]. 
The stator current is not affected by the absolute motion of the machine, but rather by a relative motion 
between the stator and rotor (i.e., changes in the air gap). When a bearing fault occurs, the characteristic 
fault frequencies are essentially modulated by the electrical supply frequency. 
The mechanical displacement resulting from a damaged bearing causes the machine air gap to vary in a 
manner that can be described by a combination of rotating eccentricities moving in both directions. As 
with the air-gap eccentricity, these variations generate stator currents harmonics at frequencies given by 
[44].  
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Where nb is the number of bearing balls, ,i of are the characteristic vibration frequencies, rf  is the 
mechanical rotor speed, bd  is the ball diameter, pd  is the bearing pitch diameter, and β  is the contact 
angle of the balls on the races. 
2.5 Conclusion 
The aim of this chapter is to present a brief introduction and description of maintenance and condition 
monitoring methods in order to contextualize the study of fault diagnosis in PMSMs. As discussed before, 
the reasons and justification behind the implementation of any of the maintenance techniques presented is 
a tradeoff between financial and technical aspects. Advantages and disadvantages of machine condition 
monitoring should be considered in the decision of selecting the best technique for a specified situation. 
Potential advantages of machine condition monitoring include improved machine availability and 







disadvantages of condition monitoring include increase in equipment costs, operational costs and training 
costs.  
Additionally, in this chapter the fundamentals of faults in PMSMs are described, among them electrical 








3. HEALTHY SPMSM 
It is important the study of the healthy machine state in order to formulate an accurate interpretation of 
changes in the behavior of a faulty SPMSM. In this chapter the healthy condition of SPMSMs is studied.  
The motor can produce constant torque only if the magnetic flux through the stator windings due to the 
rotor field has a pure sine-wave distribution. Although it is easy to design electrical machines with 
accurate back-EMF frequency and amplitude, it is more difficult to produce a pure sinusoidal back-EMF 
waveform without presence of harmonics different from the fundamental [45]. This harmonic content has 
a negative influence on the torque generated by the machine. Furthermore, the induced back-EMF 
depends on the stator winding distribution and the air-gap flux, which in turn depends on the permanent 
magnets geometry and winding configuration. Consequently, manufacturers take corrective actions for 
minimizing the flux harmonic content. 
 
3.1 Winding distribution 
One of the usual measures to ensure a smooth torque consists on an appropriate stator winding 
distribution because it has a significant influence on the cogging torque [46]. A proper winding 
distribution leads to a reduction of the MMF harmonics generated by the permanent magnets of the rotor 
with a small reduction of the fundamental harmonic. 
In low power PMSMs the stator winding is typically concentrated, being the number q of stator slots per 
pole and per phase equal to one. Contrarily, high power machines usually have distributed stator 
windings, where q is greater than one. 
The MMF reduction factor kM due to the stator and rotor configuration can be expressed as: 
 
spdM kkkk =
           
(3.1)  
Where kd, kp and ks are the distribution windings, short pitching and skewed reduction factors respectively. 






          
(3.2)  
Where υ is the harmonic order and m is the number of phases. TABLE 3.1 summarizes the MMF 
reduction factors for different distributed windings. Note that the higher the term q, the more sinusoidal 







TABLE 3.1.Harmonic Reduction factors for different distributed windings 
 
Number of slots per pole and per phase q 
Harmonic
order 2 3 4 5 6 
1 0.966 0.960 0.958 0.957 0.956 
3 0.707 0.667 0.653 0.647 0.644 
5 0.259 0.218 0.205 0.200 0.197 
7 -0.259 -0.177 -0.158 -0.149 -0.145 
9 -0.707 -0.333 -0.271 -0.247 -0.236 
11 -0.966 -0.177 -0.126 -0.109 -0.102 
13 -0.966 0.218 0.126 0.102 0.092 
15 -0.707 0.667 0.271 0.200 0.173 
17 -0.259 0.960 0.158 0.102 0.084 
 
3.2 Short pitching 
In AC windings and important parameter is the pole pitch y and can be defined as: 
p2
Zy =             (3.3)  
Where Z is the number of stator slots and p the number of poles pairs. 
When the distance between two coil sides is equal to a pole pitch, the winding is defined as a full pitched. 
If coils are slightly less spaced than a pole pitch, the winding is defined as short pitched. Coils are 
generally shorted by one or two slots. The equation for the reduction MMF factor kp due to a short-pitched 












ysink πν           (3.4)  
Where yp is the coil pitch. 
Like in the case of winding distribution, short pitching reduces and in some cases eliminates high 
frequency harmonics. 
3.3 Skewed magnets 
Another measure taken in the industry for minimizing the flux harmonic content is the step skewing of 
permanent magnets in the rotor, due to ease of manufacturing and cost reduction [48]. 
The cogging torque is an undesirable phenomenon that results from the interaction between stator 
winding MMF force and angular variations of rotor magnetic reluctance. It can be greatly reduced by 
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Being HCF the highest common factor. 
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Being Br the remanent flux density, τ’ is the magnet arc in radians, r is the radius of the magnet and l is 
the axial length of the rotor. Since the following identity is true: 
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the total flux per pole can be expressed as: 
 
( )skewrT lrB θτφ −= '           (3.9) 
 
From the above equation it is deduced that the effect of the skew consists on a reduction of the permanent 
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3.4 Finite elements model (FEM) of healthy SPMSM 
Nowadays, finite elements based methods (FEM) are being commonly applied in the design and analysis 
of electrical machines. Among the most interesting capacities of FEM packages it must be noted the 
ability to deal with highly non-linear problems, being the case of rotating electrical machines due to the 







design requirements of electrical industry. High reliability, minimum power losses, maximum power and 
torque density and low production costs among others, are requirements demanded by rotating electrical 
machines designers. Therefore, it is crucial to dispose software packages specially conceived for 
designing and analyzing the rotating electrical machine in detail, from which a near-optimum design may 
be obtained. It is in this area where FEM packages offer an integrated powerful solution. They are 
currently being applied instead of the classical analytical and experimental methods, which require 
expensive and nonflexible prototyping. 
As explained in 3.3, when considering the effects of rotor permanent magnets skew, a simplified 
modeling of the SPMSM by means of a 2D FEM model is not possible since 2D models suppose 
symmetry of the machine along the shaft axis. However, when dealing with skewed machines, the axial 
magnetic field distribution varies. Researchers have checked different alternatives for solving this 
problem. One possibility is performing a full 3D FEM analysis. Although different 3D FEM packages are 
available, 3D modeling of SPMSMs with skewed rotor is not easy yet due to the complex geometry, 
demanding computational burden [50] as well as required resources [51]. For these reasons this approach 
is inappropriate for everyday design, especially for medium and large machines where a large number of 
nodes are required. Consequently, other alternatives are preferred.  
A common used approach is the multi-slice FEM method [52-53]. Under this approach, the base 2D 
surface mesh –which is perpendicular to the shaft axis- is duplicated n times along the shaft axis direction 
to produce a total of n slices. The slices are coupled by means of the electric circuit. The 2D rotor is 
rotated in each slice according a well-defined skew angle. Each slice is represented by a flat disk having a 
thickness 1/n. However, a considerable number of slices may be necessary to properly represent skewed 
magnets [51]. Additionally, the number of unknowns of the equations system to be solved simultaneously 
increases with the number of slices. When compared with a 2D FEM analysis, the multi-slice 
methodology increases simulation time and costs considerably [54-55]. Moreover, not all the available 
electromagnetic FEM packages allow performing a multi-slice simulation. 
There exist also other techniques to deal with skewed machines. For example, in [50] a 2D FEM analysis 
consisting on separated 2-D models of rotor and stator, which are coupled by floating boundary 
conditions in dependence with skewing and angular rotor position, is carried out. 
Faults disturb the normal operation of SPMSMs and shorten their useful life. Therefore, a simple but 
accurate analysis of the faulty machines with skewed rotor magnets becomes essential to study such faults 
[45]. 
In this work, it is proposed an alternative for analyzing SPMSMs with skewed rotor magnets, which is 
based on generating an equivalent non-skewed permanent magnet distribution which accounts for the 
skewed motor [56].  
An appealing feature of this method is that it can be easily performed in any 2D electromagnetic FEM 







burden and high simulation speed compared to 3D and 2D multi-slice FEM analysis. Moreover, in case of 
dealing with a faulty motor, in which the symmetry is frequently lost, it is not possible to take advantage 
of the symmetry of the machine being not feasible to simulate only a fraction of the machine.  
The equivalent geometry deals with an-step skewed SPMSM. For better understanding Fig. 3.1 shows a 
scheme of a four-step skewed rotor. 
 
 
Fig. 3.1. Rotor scheme of a SPMSM with three poles pairs and four-step magnets 
 
The magnetic flux density Bk of each one of the ns magnet segments of length 1/ns shown in Fig. 3.2 can 
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It is assumed a rotor having ns magnets. All the magnets are supposed to have length l and remanence 
Br/ns. The magnetic flux density distribution is as shown in Fig. 3.2. The resultant distribution of the 
magnetic flux density in the air-gap is equivalent to that produced by a set of fictitious equivalent magnets 
with different remanence values. This new geometry allows dealing with an equivalent 2D axis-
symmetric distribution of the rotor magnets as shown in Fig.3.3. Consequently, the new geometry allows 
the researcher to deal with a simplified 2D FEM model that accounts for the skew of the rotor magnets. 
This system allows avoiding a full 3D FEM geometry as well as the 2D multi-slice FEM geometry, thus 
minimizing the computational burden of the problem. In the example illustrated in Fig.3.3 for a four poles 
rotor with two magnet segments, the equivalent fictitious magnet of each pole is divided into three 
segments. Each segment has its own magnetic flux density strength.  
Fig.3.3. Magnetic flux density for a two magnet segments (n = 2) and its equivalent magnet geometry 
3.5 The studied SPMSM 
Experimental data have been acquired from a 380 Vac SPMSM with 3 poles pairs, 18 slots, rated torque 
of 2.3 Nm, rated current of 3 A, and rated speed of 6000 r/min manufactured by ABB. The motor was 
driven by an ABB power converter model DGV 700. The drive control is a vector control, with id = 0 and 
a PID speed control loop. The motor is loaded by an additional SPMSM driven by a torque controller. A 
constant load is imposed during experiments. The geometry of this SPMSM has been used to carry out 
FEM simulations. A detailed explanation of the experimental test bench is in Appendix A. The SPMSM 
studied in this work has a skewed rotor with six rows containing four permanent magnets each, this is to 








Fig. 3.4.Skewed rotor of the SPMSM used in experiments 
The resultant magnetic flux density distribution for the studied rotor and the resultant magnet geometry is 
shown in Fig.3.5. 
 
Fig.3.5. Magnetic flux density distribution for the skewed rotor with six poles (p = 3) and four magnet 
segments (n = 4) studied in this work. 
Fig.3.6 shows the classical magnet geometry and the new geometry proposed in this work in the way they 
are introduced in the FEM simulation environment. While in the classical geometry each magnetic pole is 
defined by a whole magnet piece, in the new geometry each magnetic pole is divided into seven segments 
as detailed in Fig.3.6. According to Fig.3.5, each segment has its own remanence.  
 







3.6 Experimental and simulations results 
In this section experimental data and FEM simulation results obtained from the classical 2D FEM 
analysis, the 2D multi-slice FEM analysis and the new proposed 2D FEM analysis are analyzed and 
compared. Fig.3.7 shows the magnetic flux in each phase winding obtained from FEM simulations by 
applying the three discussed FEM methods. 
a) b) 
c) 
Fig.3.7.Magnetic flux in phase A when operating at 6000 r/min under no-load conditions. a) Magnetic flux in 
p.u. versus time. b) Magnetic flux amplitude in dB versus frequency. c) Detail of b. 
Fig.3.7 clearly indicates that results obtained from the new proposed 2D FEM analysis are very close to 
those obtained by the multi-slice 2D FEM analysis. Fig.3.8 shows the experimental back-EMF in phase A 
and the results obtained from FEM simulations by applying the three FEM methods. Note that the 
experimental back-EMF has been obtained by measuring the voltage induced in the open-circuited stator 










Fig.3.8. Back-EMF when operating at 6000 r/min. a) Back-EMF in p.u. versus time. b) Back-EMF amplitude in 
dB versus frequency. c) Detail of b. 
Once again, Fig.3.8 indicates that results obtained from the new proposed 2D FEM analysis are very close 
to those obtained by the multi-slice 2D FEM analysis.  
Fig. 3.9 shows the experimental current in phase A when the motor operates at 6000 pm under rated 
current as well as the results obtained from FEM simulations by applying the three analyzed FEM 
methods.  
a) b) 
Fig. 3.9. Current when operating at 6000 r/min under rated load. a) Current in p.u. versus time. b) Current 
amplitude in dB versus frequency. 







TABLE 3.2 compares the calculation times, the number of nodes and the number of elements of the 2D 
FEM method proposed in this work compared with the 2D multi-slice FEM method and the 3D FEM 
method. Comparisons have been performed through FEM simulations with similar mesh resolutions for 
all the analyzed models by modeling one sixth of the full geometry. 
TABLE 3.2. Comparison between the applied fem methods 
FEM method Number of nodes Number of elements* Relative computational burden 
Proposed 2D 873 2203 100% 
2D multi-slice 3515 8812 263% 
3D 27415 78084 963% 
*Includes line, surface and volume elements 
 
Results from TABLE 3.2 clearly indicate that the proposed 2D FEM method allows reducing the 
computational burden and the resources required when compared with 2D multi-slice and 3D FEM 
modeling. 
3.7 Comparative with different winding configurations 
In order to study how different winding types influence the fault diagnosis, four additional machines are 
investigated by means of FEM simulations, they are q < 1, q > 1 with fractional winding, q > 1 integral 
and q > 1 integral with short-pitching.  
TABLE 3.3 summarizes the main parameters of the studied SPMSMs. More details are Appendix B. The 
SPMSMs models include skewed rotor magnets. 
TABLE 3.3. Parameters of SPMSMs with different windings configurations 
 
Analyzed PMSMs  
 
Motor 1 Motor 2 Motor 3 Motor 4 
Slots 24 30 36 36 
Poles 16 8 4 4 
q 1/2 1+1/4 3 3 (Short pitching) 
Rated current 20 2,5 7.5 7.5 
 
In this section the results of FEM simulations at rated load which were carried out considering the 
PMSMs operating under healthy conditions are presented in TABLE 3.3.  
In simulations, the electrical frequency was 50 Hz, which is equivalent to 375 r/min in motor 1, 750 r/min 
in motor 2 and 1500 r/min in motors 3 and 4. Fig.3.10 shows the current spectrum of the studied 








Fig.3.10. Current spectra of SPMSMs with different winding configurations. a) q = 1/2. b) q = 1+1/4. c) q = 3. d) 
q = 3 with short pitching. 
TABLE 3.4 and TABLE 3.5 summarize the amplitude of the back-emf and stator currents harmonics, 
respectively. Note that the motor with q = 1+1/4 can eliminate the most relevant odd harmonics in the 
current spectrum. 
TABLE 3.4. Back-emf harmonics for different windings configurations 
 
Back-emf amplitude (dB) 
q 3th 5th 7th 9th 11th 13th 
1/2 < Noise -21.3 -53.97 < Noise -33.03 -41.77 
1+1/4 -23.03 <Noise -51.21 -56.33 -56.52 -47.92 
3 -26.01 -38.75 -46.55 -35.97 -40.38 -40.42 
3 (Short pitching) -31.27 -53.88 -48.04 -35.12 -41.9 -39.39 
 
TABLE 3.5. Stator current harmonics for different windings configurations 
 
 Stator current amplitude (dB) 
q 5th 7th 11th 13th 
1/2 -29.28 -36.7 -44.88 -44.57 
1+1/4 <Noise <Noise <Noise <Noise 
3 -41.35 -51.18 -54.39 -59.32 









In this chapter the back-emf and current spectrum of a healthy machine are analyzed. To acquire 
Knowledge about the healthy state is an initial point of any faults study in SPMSMs.  
In healthy SPMSMs, the most relevant harmonics in the back-emf spectrum and as a consequence, in the 
stator currents spectrum, are the odd harmonics, which amplitudes are principally influenced by machine 
constructive aspects such as winding configuration, short-pitching and skewed magnets.  
Additionally, in this chapter it is presented a novel 2D FEM-based system for analyzing SPMSMs with 
skewed rotor magnets. The proposed system requires making a simple change in the geometry of the 
magnets, thus being very simple its application. One of the main advantages of this method is that both 
required computer resources and computational burden are almost the same as required by traditional 2D 
FEM modeling. The proposed methodology is based on generating an equivalent non-skewed permanent 
magnet distribution which accounts for the skewed distribution of the magnets in a practical rotor.  
Both FEM simulations and experimental results show that the proposed FEM system is able to properly 
predict the features and the behavior of a healthy SPMSM with step-skewed magnets with an accuracy 









4. DEMAGNETIZATION FAULTS IN SPMSMS 
In this chapter a theoretical an experimental study of demagnetization faults is presented. The reference 
motor is analyzed and the results are compared with those obtained by considering different winding 
configurations. Furthermore, the mechanical effects arising as a consequence of demagnetization faults 
are studied. 
Demagnetization of rotor magnets may reduce significantly the output torque of the SPMSM, thus 
deteriorating motor characteristics severely [14]. Once the partial demagnetization occurs, a higher than 
the rated current flows into the stator windings to generate the same output torque. Consequently, 
demagnetization causes an increase of copper losses, thus increasing the temperature of the SPMSM. 
This, in turn, causes more demagnetization which again increases the current [15]. Additionally, the 
electrical current of the stator winding produce an inverse magnetic field that opposes the remanent 
induction of the permanent magnets [57]. This repeated phenomenon may enhance the demagnetization 
of permanent magnets [5, 58]. Moreover, inter-turn short-circuits generate over currents, which in turn 
may lead to a demagnetization of the rotor magnets [14]. 
In the technical literature [59] it is well documented that partial demagnetization leads to harmonic 
frequencies in the stator currents according to: 
 
1 /     1, 2,3...dmg sf f k p k n= ± =            (4.1) 
Stator currents diagnostic by means of monitoring and analyzing the stator currents harmonic spectrum 
has been applied to detect this type of faults [6, 60]. However, as stated in [60], depending on the stator 
windings configuration and the type of demagnetization, in some cases no new harmonic or sub-harmonic 
frequencies different than those already present in a healthy machine appear due to demagnetization 
faults. Hence, in these cases, demagnetization faults can only be detected by analyzing other machine 
variables. Additionally, it is also known that other types of rotor defects such as dynamic eccentricity can 
be detected by studying the same characteristic fault frequencies in the stator currents [40]. Consequently 
in some cases the diagnostic method based on analyzing the stator currents spectrum does not allow to 
distinguish between demagnetization and other types of rotor faults.  
In this work a surface mounted permanent magnet synchronous motor (SPMSM) with symmetrical series-
connected concentrated stator windings is analyzed (Appendix A). It is shown that when analyzing a 
single stator slot, partial demagnetization induces harmonic frequencies in the spectrum of the back-emf 
since the flux linking the stator windings is no longer symmetrical. However, when analyzing the 
resultant back-emf voltage in all the slots of a phase winding the fault harmonic frequencies are cancelled. 
It means that in practical machines similar to the one studied where the back-emf is not available it is not 







proposed the diagnostic of incipient rotor demagnetization faults in SPMSMs with concentrated windings 
by means of an on-line monitoring of ZSVC instead of applying the classical stator currents diagnostic 
based on analyzing the three-phase stator currents[23]. An accessible neutral point of the stator windings 
is need to measure the ZSCV, just as required in fault tolerant schemes. They usually add an extra 
inverter leg which, in fault mode, is connected to the neutral point of the SPMSM, thus replacing the 
faulty phase [39, 61]. Hence, the drawback that supposes the accessibility of the neutral point may be 
offset because the system is able to detect incipient demagnetization faults, thus making the whole system 
more reliable.  
4.1 Demagnetization Harmonics induced in the back-emf 
In this section the effects of partial demagnetization faults in the back-emf voltage on both a single slot 
and the resultant effect on all the slots of a phase stator winding (series-connected) is analyzed. Results 
presented in this section are based on healthy and a partially demagnetized three-phase SPMSM. The 
faulty SPMSM has two 25% partially demagnetized poles. For the analyzed winding configuration it is 
equivalent to a 50% partially demagnetized pole. For this purpose some magnets have been removed (see 
Section 4.4). 
4.1.1  Induced back-emf voltage in a single slot 
The permanent magnets placed in the rotor induce a back-emf in the stator windings which amplitude 
increases nearly linearly with the rotor speed. A healthy machine induces a regular and periodic back-emf 
voltage in each slot of the stator windings. Conversely, when dealing with a partially demagnetized 
machine, the back-emf induced in a single slot is not regular, as shown below. It is so because the 
damaged or removed magnets have a reduced contribution in the back-emf, thus producing a gap or 
asymmetry in its waveform whenever a removed magnet passes in front of the analyzed slot. Thus, such a 
behavior is not difficult to model.  
Neglecting the effects of the geometric disposition of the rotor magnets, the back-emf voltage in a single 
slot eslot of a healthy machine has a sinusoidal shape as shown in Fig.4.1. However, supposing a faulty 
machine with a 50% demagnetized pole, whenever this pole passes in front of the analyzed slot, the back-
emf induced in this slot is halved. This effect can be modeled by subtracting the waveform y(t) from the 








Fig.4.1. Waveforms used to develop the proposed model 
Mathematically, the wave y(t) can be obtained by multiplying a fundamental sinusoidal wave by the 
square wave x(t) in Fig.4.1, which has a frequency fs/p and a duty cycle d = 1/2p. This square wave can 
be expressed by means of the Fourier series: 

















        (4.2) 
 
The wave y(t) shown in Fig.4.1 is obtained by performing the product between the square wave and the 
sinusoidal one, resulting in: 
 
























π       (4.3) 
 
After some algebraic operations it leads to: 
 
































π       (4.4) 
The equation of the induced voltage in the first slot of phase “a” of the analyzed faulty SPMSM can be 
expressed as: 




slot −= πλ         (4.5) 
Being Vslot the amplitude of the back-emf induced in a single slot and Kdem the ratio between the remanent 
flux density of a demagnetized pole and a healthy one. 























































The factor 1-Kdem/2p in the first part of above equation is the reduction of the fundamental harmonic 
amplitude of the back-emf voltage due to the fault. It is worth noticing that in the second part of this 
equation, the harmonic frequencies owing to the demagnetization fault are the same than in equation (4.1) 
which agrees with the technical literature [59-60]. This is a validation of the usefulness of this simple 
model.  















         (4.7) 
Fig.4.2 shows comparative results of the back-emf induced in a single slot obtained by means of FEM 
simulations and from the model proposed in equation (4.6). It is supposed a faulty SPMSM operating at 
6000 r/min with a 50% demagnetized pole.  
 
Fig.4.2. Normalized back-emf voltage (eslot/Vslot) induced in a single slot of a faulty SPMSM with a 50% 
demagnetized pole when running at 6000 r/min. 
Simulation results shown in Fig.4.2 clearly indicate that the effect of 50% demagnetization in a pole is a 
50% decrease in the back-emf amplitude whenever the demagnetized pole passes in front of the analyzed 
stator slot. Thus, these results evidence the significant effect of this fault on the back-emf voltage in a 
single slot. Additionally Fig.4.2 illustrates that results obtained from the simple model explained here are 
in close agreement with FEM simulation results. 
In a concentrated winding (q=1), the electric angle between two adjacent slots of the same phase is π  rad. 
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    (4.8) 
Where m = 1,2,… 2p is the pole number of the slot where the back-emf is calculated.  
The factor (-1)m-1 is positive in slots where the conductors are entering and negative in slots where 
conductors are leaving. Note that the equation above may be extended to all winding configurations, e.g. 
changing the angle between two adjacent slots in the same phase in a short pitched coil (which is different 
from π rad). 
The magnetic flux in any slot of phase “a” is obtained by integrating the back-emf voltage induced in it. 
 
( ) dt)t(et slotslot ∫=λ           (4.9) 
By substituting equation (4.8) into (4.9) it results,  
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   (4.10) 
Being Nλ1 = Vslot/(2πfe). 
Fig.4.3 shows the magnetic flux induced in a single slot of phase a when dealing with a faulty SPMSM 
running at 6000 r/min having a 50% demagnetized pole. Note that the harmonic order is an integer or a 
fractional multiple number of the fundamental supply frequency. 
Results from Fig.4.3 clearly show the close similitude between the magnetic flux obtained from FEM 
simulations and from equation (4.10). Additionally, the harmonic content obtained from FEM simulations 
and detailed in part b is in close agreement with equation (4.10), since the fractional harmonics appear in 
both cases, being their amplitudes very similar. Note that equation (4.10) has been deduced by only taking 
into account the effects of the fundamental harmonic, thus ignoring the effects of constructive harmonics 








Fig.4.3. a) Normalized magnetic flux in a single slot (λslot/Nλ1) of a faulty SPMSM obtained by means of FEM 
simulations and from equation (4.10). b) Magnetic flux spectrum. 
4.1.2  Back-emf induced in all slots of a phase series-connected winding 











        (4.11) 
By substituting equation (4.8) into (4.11) it results: 
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 (4.12) 
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   (4.13) 
It can be demonstrated that the first term in the above equation results in: 
 






−        (4.14) 
Additionally, it can also be verified that the second term is null: 
 




























− ππ       (4.15) 
Hence, from equations (4.13), (4.14) and (4.15) the back-emf induced phase a can be rewritten as: 
 















−==       (4.16) 
The above equation shows that the effect of the partial demagnetization of one pole of the machine is a 
reduction in the back-emf voltage in a factor 1 – Kdem/2p. However, unlike the back-emf induced in a 
single slot, in the resultant back-emf induced in a phase there is no trace of harmonics different from the 
fundamental one. Thus, the effects due to demagnetization faults cannot be measured through the back-
emf harmonics induced in a phase of the stator winding. Similar results are obtained when dealing with 
other types of symmetric windings [60]. 










−=         (4.17) 
The back-emf induced in each of the phases of a healthy SPMSM –including the effects of the 
constructive harmonics– may be calculated as follows: 
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        (4.19) 
Fig.4.4 shows the back-emf induced in phase “a” obtained by means of FEM simulations when dealing 
with healthy and a faulty SPMSM –having a 50% demagnetized pole– running at 6000 r/min. 
 
Fig.4.4. a) FEM simulations of the normalized back-emf voltage (ephase/Vphase) induced in phase “a”. b) Back-
emf spectrum. 
Fig.4.4 corroborates that when analyzing the back-emf induced in a phase of the SPMSM –supposing 
symmetrical concentrated stator windings connected in series– it is not possible to measure harmonic 
frequencies due to demagnetization faults.  








Fig.4.5. FEM simulated current spectrum of phase “a” –faulty and healthy machine- when the SPMSM 
operates at 6000 r/min. 
Results from Fig.4.5 show no presence of fractional harmonics in the stator current spectrum, 
corroborating the results of equation (4.16). Thus, in the analyzed motor type, it is difficult to diagnose 
demagnetization faults from the stator current spectrum data. 
 
Fig.4.6. a) SPMSM geometry. b) Stator windings connection diagram. 
The elimination of the fractional harmonics through the entire coil can be explained in a quantitative 
manner as follows. As the demagnetized pole is passing in front of the first coil of phase “a” (coil a1-a1’ 







While the demagnetized pole faces the second coil (coil a2-a2’) its induced back-emf is once more 
lowered. As a result, the back-emf induced in each coil is lowered. On the other hand, as the phase back-
emf voltage is the sum of the all coils voltages (serial connected winding), the entire back-emf induced in 
phase “a” has reduced amplitude but it does not contain fractional harmonics. In order to illustrate this 
phenomenon, a FEM simulation using the reference motor was carried out with a full pole removed [62]. 
These results are shown in Fig.4.8, which proves that the entire back-emf induced in phase “a” has lower 
amplitude (compared with a healthy machine) but it does not contain fractional harmonics. 
 
 
Fig.4.7. Back-emf voltage –normalized with respect to phase voltage–induced in a series-connected winding 
obtained by means of FEM simulations supposing a full pole removed. 
4.2 Expression of the ZSVC for healthy and partially demagnetized SPMSMS 









4.2.1  Healthy SPMSM 
As stated in [39], when dealing with a healthy symmetrical SPMSM, the stator equations in abc reference 
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Where the 
t
00 VV 1]  1  [1][ = term is due to the voltage difference between the center point of the stator 
windings and the neutral point of the three-phase voltage-source. This term is zero when neglecting the 
effects of constructive harmonics.   















λλλλ          (4.21) 
With wye-connected windings it results: 
 
0iii cba =++            (4.22) 
By adding the rows in (4.20) and having into account the above equation, the expression of the ZSVC V0 


























4.2.2  Partially demagnetized SPMSM 
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In order to validate the accuracy of the above equation, two type of demagnetization faults are analyzed 
by means of FEM simulations. Demagnetization type I assumes a SPMSM with a 50% partially 
demagnetized pole. To obtain this demagnetization some magnets have been removed as detailed in 
Section 4.4. Contrarily, demagnetization type II supposes a lateral demagnetization in which each one of 
the 6 rotor poles (each pole has 4 magnets) have a 33.33% demagnetized magnet. Both conditions are 
equivalent to a pair of poles 25% demagnetized, or a 50% demagnetized pole, respectively. Possibly, a 
real demagnetization is more likely to happen in the same region of all the magnet poles because a large 
and localized short circuit stator current may demagnetize all these magnets each time they pass near this 
region.  
Fig.4.8 shows the simulated ZSVC V0 spectra for both healthy and demagnetized SPMSMs 
(demagnetization types I and II). 
 
 
Fig.4.8. FEM simulations of ZSVC V0 voltage for healthy and two types of partially demagnetized machines. 
Results from Fig.4.8 prove that both type of demagnetization faults lead to similar results. From these 
results the obtained values of the factor 1 – Kdem/2p in equation (4.25) are 0.877 for demagnetization type 
I and 0.901 for demagnetization type II, whereas its theoretical value is 0.917.  
 
4.3 Detection of demagnetization faults in inverter-fed SPMSMs 
This section sets the bases of ZSVC method proposed in this work to detect demagnetization faults when 
dealing with inverter-fed SPMSMs. Due to geometric effects, the magnetic flux spectrum in a real 
SPMSM has a third harmonic component and their multiples [63]. Consequently, the air-gap flux has an 
important third harmonic component [64]. This in turn induces a third harmonic voltage in the stator 
windings. However, if the SPMSM is wye-connected, no zero sequence components will exist in the 







Commercial SPMSMs are usually fed by electronic inverters; hence the line-to-neutral voltages are not 
available. Additionally, the inverter injects ZSVC in the SPMSM. Similarly as in [65], Fig.4.9 shows an 
inverter-fed SPMSM and a three-phase balanced resistor network used to measure the ZSVC.  
 
Fig.4.9.Scheme diagram of SPMSM connection with the inverter, the stator windings and the resistor network 
used to generate an artificial neutral point.  
PWM inverters usually inject zero-sequence voltages in the machine, which influence V0. According to 
[65] the zero-sequence voltage injected by the inverter can be divided into components that are intrinsic 
to PWM –independent of the modulation method–, components that depend on the modulation method 
and components caused by switching transients. ZSVC intrinsic to PWM have a frequency content greater 
than or equal to the inverter switching frequency, and therefore far from the fault-related frequencies of 
interest [66]. ZSVC generated by the inverter modulation method are almost totally removed by using a 
three-phase balanced resistor network. Additionally, components produced by switching transients have 
typically frequencies above 100 kHz. Due to this spectral separation, these components do not cause 
interference in the diagnostics of the machine. 
According to Fig.4.9, the sum of currents through the three branches of the balanced resistor network is 













−         (4.26) 
From (4.26) it results: 
( )cba0,c VVV3
1V ++=           (4.27) 
0,m0,c0 VV V +=            (4.28) 
In case of phase-to-neutral voltages containing ZSVC –it is the case of inverter-fed machines– the 
balanced three-phase resistor network allows removing them from the neutral voltage of the machine. 
Thus the voltage V0,m is only influenced by the own harmonics of the machine [65]. Also when the 







system can be scaled according to the zero-sequence voltage magnitude which is usually much lower than 
the phase-to-neutral voltages Va,m, Vb,m and Vc,m [65]. 















−−=          (4.30) 
The value of 1 – Kdem/2p depends on the analyzed type of demagnetization.  However it is worth noting 
that all the demagnetization types reduce the V0,m ZSVC value. Therefore this reduction may be used as a 
fault severity index which informs about the equivalent demagnetization degree.  
4.4 Experimental results  
Experiments were carried out by means of healthy and faulty machines (reference SPMSMs, Appendix 
A). A SPMSM was modified to carry out the experimental part which neutral point of the stator winding 
was made accessible as well as the two terminals of a pair of poles of phase A. Additionally, two rotor 
magnets were removed to obtain a faulty SPMSM with a 50% partially demagnetized pole 
(demagnetization type I), as illustrated in Fig.4.10. 
 
Fig.4.10. Rotor of the analyzed partially demagnetized SPMSM. It has 6 rows with 4 magnets/row 
The two removed magnets are in opposite poles in order to balance the magnetic forces on the rotor, thus 
avoiding mechanical effects, which are studied in section 4.6. Afterwards the rotor mass was balanced.  
Fig.4.11.a shows the acquired back-emf induced in one out of the three pair of slots of phase A. Note that 
it had been normalized with respect to phase-to-neutral back-emf. Back-emf voltage was obtained 
experimentally with the machine operating as a generator. It can be clearly appreciated that whenever the 
removed magnets pass in front of analyzed slots, they produce a gap in its waveform. 









Fig.4.11.a) Experimental back-emf induced in a pair of poles of the stator winding of a partially demagnetized 
SPMSM when operating at 6000 r/min. b) Spectrum of part a. 
Fig.4.12 shows the experimental back-emf induced in phase A (normalized with respect to phase-neutral 
voltage) for both healthy and partially demagnetized SPMSMs. The amplitude reduction in case of faulty 
SPMSM, agrees with equation (4.16). While the theoretical value of the reduction in the back-emf is 
given by 1 – Kdem/2p = 1 – 0.5/6 = 0.917, the experimental values are 0.940 and 0.926 for the amplitudes 
of the first and third harmonics, respectively. It is important to highlight that there are not additional 
harmonics in the back-emf voltage of a partially demagnetized SPMSM different than those of a healthy 
machine. 
 
Fig.4.12.a) Measured back-emf induced in phase A when the SPMSM operates at 6000 r/min. b) Back-emf 







Fig.4.13.shows the experimental V0,m ZSVC of a healthy and a partially demagnetized SPMSM, 
normalized with respect to phase-neutral back-emf. 
 
Fig.4.13.Experimental ZSVC voltage of healthy and partially demagnetized SPMSM operating at 6000 r/min. 
Results from Fig.4.13 are an experimental validation of equation (4.30) since the experimental third 
harmonic amplitude reduction factor 1 – Kdem/2p is 0.922, which is in close agreement with its theoretical 
value of 0.917. Thus, the third harmonic amplitude reduction factor of the V0,m ZSVC (Kdem) may be 
adopted as a fault severity index which may be very useful to design an on-line fault diagnosis scheme.  
 
4.4.1  ZSVC under different operating conditions 
In order to validate the usefulness of the ZSVC-based method to diagnose demagnetization faults, a 
healthy and a new partially demagnetized SPMSMs modified according to Fig.4.14 (equivalent to 2 poles 
50% demagnetized) were tested under different operating conditions. 
 
 
Fig.4.14. Rotor of the analyzed partially demagnetized SPMSM (2 poles, 50% demagnetized) 
Fig.4.15 shows the fundamental harmonic amplitude of V0,m ZSVC (third harmonic of the supply 








Fig.4.15. 1th harmonic amplitude of V0,mZSVC in healthy and faulty SPMSM operating under different speeds 
and load conditions (different currents). 
Results shown in Fig.4.15 indicate that for a given speed, the amplitude of the fundamental harmonic of 
the V0,m ZSVC is almost constant regardless of the load level.  
Fig.4.16 plots the experimental relation between the fundamental harmonic amplitude of the V0,m ZSVC 
and the speed when the motor operates under rated load. Results shown in Fig.4.16. indicate that for a 
given load level, the amplitude of the fundamental harmonic of the V0,m ZSVC increases with the speed. 
Note that it is not difficult to fit the response curve of the healthy machine by means of a 2nd order 
polynomial. Hence, the V0,m ZSVC of a practical machine may be compared with the value obtained by 
the adjusted polynomial.  
 
 
TABLE 4.1 summarizes the experimental results of the fault severity index 1-Kdem. 
 
Fig.4.16. 1th harmonic amplitude of V0,mZSVC in healthy and faulty SPMSM operating at different speeds 










TABLE 4.1. Fault severity index 1-kdem under rated load and different speeds. 







Mean 1-kdem 0.847 
Theoretical 1-kdem 0.833 
 
4.5 Comparative results when analyzing different windings configurations 
To analyze the influence of the winding configuration on the harmonic content of the stator currents and 
the ZSVC, a total of five configurations are analyzed different from the reference motor, whose main 
parameters are detailed in TABLE 4.2. 
The analyzed machines include fractional and integral stator slot windings, overlapping and non-
overlapping, single- and double-layer, full- and short-pitch and series- and parallel-connected windings. 
The work is focused on determining the influence of the number of slots per pole per phase (q) on the 
harmonic content of the stator currents and the ZSVC. 
The stator currents harmonics are analyzed for each machine when operating under healthy and partially 
demagnetized conditions. To facilitate the comparison, all the analyzed faulty PMSMs have the same 
demagnetization degree. 
All the results presented are based on FEM simulations carried out under stationary load and speed 
conditions. Although the different analyzed machines have different active dimensions and consequently, 
different rated power, it has no influence on the results. It is so because the spectra of the stator currents 
for each analyzed SPMSM are plotted normalized with respect to the fundamental harmonic of the same 












TABLE 4.2. Parameters of demagnetized SPMSMs 
Features m1 m2 m3 m4 m5 
Slots/pole/phase (q) 1/2 1+1/4 1+1/4 3 3 
Poles (2p) 16 8 8 4 4 
Slots number 24 30 30 36 36 
Turns per slot 96 40 40 24 24 
Layer type Double Double Single Single Double 
Short pitch No Yes No No Yes 
Variable pitch No No Yes No No 
Parallel-branches 8 2 - 2 2 
Symmetric winding Yes Yes No Yes Yes 
Equivalent removed poles 2.66 1.33 1.33 0.66 0.66 
4.5.1  Serial connected windings 
Fig. 4.17 shows the stator currents spectra for the five analyzed series-connected winding configurations 
shown in TABLE 4.2 
Results clearly indicate that the winding configurations have a profound impact on the harmonic content 
of the stator currents. A summary of these results is as follows: 
 
• m1 (q = 1/2, double layer): the amplitudes of the constructive harmonics (5-th and 7-th) increase 
slightly in a partially demagnetized machine and there are new even harmonics (2-nd and 4-th) 
but not fractional harmonics appear in the currents spectrum. 
• m2 (q = 1+1/4, constant-pitch): in the case of a partially demagnetized SPMSM the amplitudes of 
the constructive harmonics (5-th and 7-th) increase significantly and new harmonic components 
(0.5-th, 3.5-th, 5.5-th and 6.5-th among others) appear in the currents spectrum. These are the 
fractional harmonics predicted by (4.1). 
• m3 (q = 1+1/4, variable-pitch):  when a demagnetization fault occurs, the constructive harmonics 
amplitudes (5-th and 7-th) change slightly. The currents spectrum of a partially demagnetized 
SPMSM contains new harmonic components (0.25-th, 0.5-th, 1.25-th, 1.75-th and 2.5-th among 
others) as predicted by (4.1).  
• m4 (q = 3, full-pitch): when dealing with a partially demagnetized machine, the amplitudes of the 
constructive harmonics (5-th and 7-th) decrease moderately. No new harmonics appear in the 







• m5 (q = 3, short-pitch):  in the case of a partially demagnetized machine, the amplitudes of the 
constructive harmonics (5-th and 7-th) decrease moderately and no new harmonics appear in the 
stator currents spectrum. 
 
Fig. 4.17. Currents spectra for healthy and demagnetized SPMSMs. a) q=1/2 b) q=1+1/4 c) q=1+1/4 with 
variable step d) q=3 e) q=3 with short pitching 
 









Fig. 4.18. ZSVC spectra for healthy and demagnetized SPMSMs. a) q=1/2 b) q=1+1/4 c) q=1+1/4 with variable 
step d) q=3 e) q=3 with short pitching 
A summary of the results presented in Fig. 4.18 is as follows: 
• m1 (q = 1/2, double layer): the amplitudes of the ZSVC constructive harmonics (3-th and 9-th) 
change significantly in the case of partially demagnetized SPMSM and an important 6-th 
harmonic component appears in the ZSVC spectrum.  
• m2 (q = 1+1/4, constant-pitch): in the case of a partially demagnetized SPMSM, the amplitudes 
of constructive harmonics (3-th, 6-th and 9-th) decrease significantly. Additionally, new 







• m3 (q = 1+1/4, variable-pitch):  the constructive harmonics amplitudes (3-th, 6-th and 9-th) 
decrease slightly in the case of partially demagnetized SPMSM and new harmonic components 
(0.75-th, 1.5-th, 2.25-th, 3.75-th and 4.5-th among others) appear in the ZSVC spectrum.  
• m4 (q = 3, full-pitch):  when dealing with a partially demagnetized machine, the constructive 
harmonics amplitudes (3-th and 9-th) decrease slightly. No new harmonic components appear in 
the ZSVC spectrum due to demagnetization faults. 
• m5 (q = 3, short-pitch):  in the case of a partially demagnetized machine, the amplitudes of the 
constructive harmonics (3-th and 9-th) decrease slightly. The ZSVC spectrum of a partially 
demagnetized SPMSM contains new fractional harmonic components (1.5-th and 4.5-th). 
4.5.2  Parallel connected windings 
Fig. 4.19 shows the stator currents spectra for the analyzed winding configurations except for m3 
(because of its asymmetry it cannot have parallel-connected windings).   
Similarly as in the case of series-connected windings, results from Fig. 4.19 prove that the stator 
configuration greatly influences the current spectrum composition. A summary of these results is 
presented as follows: 
• m1 (q = 1/2, double layer): in the case of a demagnetization fault, the constructive harmonics 
amplitudes (5-th and 7-th) decrease slightly and the spectrum has new even harmonics (2-nd and 
4-th). However, the stator currents spectra do not have fractional harmonics.  
• m2 (q = 1+1/4, constant-pitch): in the case of a faulty SPMSM, the constructive harmonics 
amplitudes (5-th and 7-th) change slightly and new fractional harmonic components (0.5-th, 3.5-
th, 5.5-th and 6.5-th among others) appear in the currents spectrum.  
• m4 (q = 3): when dealing with a partially demagnetized machine, the amplitudes of the 
constructive harmonics (5-th and 7-th) decrease slightly. No new harmonic components appear in 
the current spectrum.  
• m5 (q = 3, short-pitch):  in the case of a partially demagnetized machine, the amplitudes of the 
constructive harmonics (5-th and 7-th) remain almost constant. No new harmonics appear in the 
stator current spectrum due to demagnetization faults. 
 
Fig.4.20 shows that stator currents spectra in parallel branches of a demagnetized motor contain fractional 
harmonics which do not appear in the line currents. As a consequence there are circulating currents, 








Fig. 4.19. Currents spectra for healthy and demagnetized SPMSMs with parallel connections. a) q=1/2 b) 
q=1+1/4 c) q=3 d) q=3 with short pitching 
 
Fig.4.20. Currents spectra in parallel branches for healthy and demagnetized SPMSMs. a) q=1/2 b) q=1+1/4 c) 








Fig. 4.21 shows the windings configurations influence on the ZSVC harmonic content. A summary of 
these results is presented as follows: 
• m1 (q = 1/2, double layer): in the case of a faulty machine, the constructive harmonics 
amplitudes (3-th and 9-th) decrease moderately and a new 6-th harmonic component appears in 
the ZSVC spectrum.  
• m2 (q = 1+1/4, constant-pitch): in a partially demagnetized SPMSM the 3-th, 6-th and 9-th 
constructive harmonics amplitudes decrease slightly and new fractional harmonic components 
appear in the ZSVC spectrum (0.5-th, 0.75-th, 1.5-th, 2.25-th and 4.5-th among others).  
• m4 (q = 3):  in the case of the partially demagnetized SPMSM, constructive harmonics 
amplitudes (3-th and 9-th) present a very slight change and a new 6-th harmonic component 
appears in the ZSVC spectrum. 
• m5 (q = 3, short-pitch):  in the case of partially demagnetized machine, the 3-th and 9-th 
constructive harmonics amplitudes decrease slightly but the 5-th experiments a sharp increase. 
Additionally, the ZSVC spectrum of partially demagnetized SPMSM contains new fractional 
harmonic components (0.5-th, 1.5-th, 2-th, 3.5-th and 4.5-th among others). 
 
 
Fig. 4.21. ZSVC spectra for healthy and demagnetized SPMSMs with parallel connections. a) q=1/2 b) q=1+1/4 







4.6 Mechanical effects of demagnetization faults 
In this section it is proved that demagnetization faults in PMSMs lead unavoidably to the generation of 
unbalanced magnetic forces which in turn may generate a deviation of the rotor trajectory. The evidences 
presented in this section are from both FEM simulations and a direct measurement of the motor shaft 
displacement in X and Y axes by means of self-mixing interferometry using two laser diodes to support 
this hypothesis.  
4.6.1  Magnetic analysis of unbalance demagnetization 
In section 4.4 is analyzed a balanced demagnetization in two SPMSMs with removed magnets in opposite 
poles in order to avoid magnetic forces on the rotor. In an actual rotor fault, a feasible demagnetization 
fault may occur when only one or two adjacent poles are partially demagnetized. As a consequence of an 
unbalance fault, non-equilibrated magnetic forces may appear on the rotor.  
In this section the effects of unbalanced demagnetization faults are analyzed by means of FEM 
simulations and experimental results. To conduct an experimental study with an unbalance demagnetized 
SPMSM, six rotor magnets placed in consecutive poles were removed in the reference machine 
(Appendix A), as shown in Fig.4.22. This demagnetization pattern is equivalent to a 75% partially 
demagnetized SPMSM. As in section 4.4, the rotor mass was balanced. 
 
 
Fig.4.22. Type of demagnetization analyzed in this work. The removed magnets are dashed in solid black line.  
Fig.4.23 shows the results obtained by means of FEM simulations of the stator currents of both healthy 
and partially demagnetized machines. These simulations suppose the motor shaft rotating perfectly 
around its symmetry axis. 
In section 4.1.2 it is demonstrated that integral slot windings tend to remove from the stator currents 
spectrum the effects of periodic changes of parameters that may modify the magnetic flux. Results 
presented in Fig.4.23 clearly show that the simulated current spectrum does not contain additional 
harmonics in the case of an unbalanced partially demagnetized SPMSM. It is due to the particular 







Note that the main difference between both spectra (healthy and partially demagnetized motor) is that the 
amplitude of the odd harmonics is lower for the partially demagnetized motor. 
Fig.4.24 shows the spectrum of experimental currents, for both healthy and faulty SPMSM running at 
1500 r/min under rated load. 
 
Fig.4.23. Stator currents spectra of healthy and partially demagnetized SPMSM operating at 1500 r/min under 
rated load. FEM simulation results. 
Experimental spectra shown in Fig.4.24 are more complex than those obtained from FEM simulations 
since the former shows the presence of fractional and even harmonics for both healthy and partially 
demagnetized machines. FEM simulations suppose the SPMSM fed by ideal sources, whereas it is well 
known that the motor controller may injects harmonics [59]. Additionally, the fractional harmonics may 
be also due to mechanical causes such as inherent rotor misalignments and eccentricities [56]. 
 
Fig.4.24. Stator currents spectra of a healthy and a partially demagnetized SPMSM operating at 1500 r/min 







To explain the presence of fractional harmonics, this study must be extended to analyze possible 
mechanical effects arising from demagnetization faults. It is well known that there is a magnetic attraction 
force between the ferromagnetic stator core and the rotor magnets. These radial forces may be obtained 
from FEM simulations, as shown in Fig.4.25. 
 
Fig.4.25.  Radial magnetic forces on the shaft of a healthy and a partially demagnetized SPMSM when 
operating at 1500 r/min under rated load. FEM simulation results. 
 
Simulation results from Fig.4.25 show that in the case of a healthy SPMSM, these radial forces are 
equilibrated. However, in case of a partially demagnetized SPMSM, there is a non-zero resultant radial 
force which must generate mechanical effects. 
Fig.4.26 plots the Y axis force against the X axis force, which have been obtained from FEM simulations 
of a partially demagnetized SPMSM. It clearly shows 18 lobules corresponding to the 18 stator slots. 
 
Fig.4.26.Y axis force against X axis force for partially demagnetized SPMSM operating at 1500 r/min under 







The influence of the stator currents on the radial forces was analyzed. To this end, two simulations were 
performed. In the first one the SPMSM was simulated when operating at rated load (rated current) while 
in the second it was analyzed under no load conditions, as depicted in Fig.4.27.  
 
Fig.4.27. Y-axis force against X-axis force for partially demagnetized SPMSM operating at 1500 r/min under 
rated load and no load conditions. FEM Simulation results. 
Results from Fig.4.27 show that stator the currents have nearly no contribution to the resultant radial 
force. Consequently, it can be assumed that this force is only due to the magnetic interaction between the 
ferromagnetic stator core and the rotor magnets. 
4.6.2  Mechanical effects analysis by means of laser interferometry  
In this section the shaft trajectory of healthy and partially demagnetized SPMSMs is measured 
experimentally. As deduced from Fig.4.25 to Fig.4.27, it seems feasible that the unbalanced magnetic 
forces already present in a partially demagnetized machine may induce small displacements of the motor 
shaft. Therefore, to analyze in detail the effects of such forces, it is required an exhaustive combined 
electromagnetic and mechanical FEM model of the machine, which must include the bearings behavior. 
However, that is not an easy solution. Fortunately, the shaft displacement may be measured 
experimentally. In practice, and in order not to affect measurement, optimally shaft displacement should 
be observed using some non-contact measurement system. In this work the system has been measured 
using a double self-mixing interferometry (SMI) setup, depicted in Fig.4.28. The setup contains two self-
mixing laser diodes (SMLDs) and associate electronics placed perpendicular to each other pointing 









Fig.4.28. Experimental setup used to measure the shaft trajectory of analyzed SPMSMs.  
SMI is an experimental technique which has been extensively used for displacement, vibration and 
velocity sensing during the past decades [67-69]. It is based on measuring the beat arising from the 
interference of a portion of laser beam back-reflected into the laser cavity by a moving target (the motor 
shaft in this case), and the standing wave inside the cavity. Since the SMI configuration is compact, self-
aligned, robust and cheap in comparison with conventional interferometers, it is especially attractive from 
the industrial application viewpoint.  
As there are a number of different types of noise sources in the measuring environment, such as structural 
vibrations or shaft surface roughness and shape deviations, a low-pass filter is applied to the acquired 
self-mixing signal. Afterwards, a transition detection algorithm [70] is used as the signal processing 
method, yielding a resolution of half the wavelength of the laser (392 nm) in the technique. However, due 
to different error sources in the measurement setup (mainly shaft surface waviness and structural 
vibrations, among others), the experiment performed had its accuracy limited to 6 μm. The two 
orthogonal SMLD configurations allow direct measurements of the motor shaft displacement since data 
of both laser diodes were acquired simultaneously. Two Hitachi HL7851G Fabry-Perot laser diodes with 
a maximum output power of 50 mW, emitting at the wavelength of 785 nm were used in the experiment.  
Hence, by comparing measures obtained from healthy and partially demagnetized motors, mechanical 
effects of demagnetization faults become visible. Fig. 4.29 and Fig.4.30 show the trajectories of the target 








Fig. 4.29. Displacement of the motor shaft as measured by the two SMLDs placed in the X and Y axes.  
Healthy and partially demagnetized SPMSM were measured when running at 1500 r/min under no load 
conditions.  
As proved in Fig. 4.29 and Fig.4.30, both healthy and faulty SPMSMs have a certain degree of 
eccentricity, but it becomes significantly higher in the latter. Therefore, these results are a consistent 
proof that demagnetization faults may increase significantly the amplitude of shaft displacement. 
Concretely, results presented in Fig.4.30 show a measured displacement of about ± 30 μm (± 5% of the 
air gap) for the partially demagnetized SPMSM. 
 
Fig.4.30.Trajectory of the measured target point of the motor shaft in the X-Y plane. Healthy and partially 







4.6.3  Analysis of joint mechanical and magnetic effects 
In section 4.6.1 it has been shown that results from conventional FEM models of SPMSMs which do not 
include the shaft displacement are not in close agreement with experimental results. Therefore, in this 
section, the experimental displacement of the motor shaft is included in FEM simulations. As it will be 
proved, this procedure allows performing more realistic results. 
Experimental results presented in Fig. 4.29 and Fig.4.30 for both, healthy and partially demagnetized 
motors will be used to adjust the FEM model, which takes into account the displacement of the motor 
shaft. It will allow explaining the mechanical effects due to demagnetization faults. 
Fig.4.31 and Fig.4.32 show changes in the self-inductance L and the mutual inductance M between two 
phases as a consequence of the demagnetization fault. They have been obtained by introducing 
experimental displacements (X,Y) of the motor shaft shown in Fig.4.30 in the FEM model. 
 
Fig.4.31. Self-inductance L considering the measured displacements of the shaft. Both motors operate under 
rated load at 1500 r/min. FEM simulation results. 
 
Fig.4.32. Mutual inductance M considering the measured displacements of the shaft. Both motors operate 
under rated load at 1500 r/min. FEM simulation results. 
As shown in Fig.4.31 and Fig.4.32, in the case of a healthy motor, both L and M inductances remain 







SPMSM, their values change with the rotor angular position. It is so because of the reluctance change due 
to the motor shaft displacement (change in air gap distance), which is due to the radial forces.  
Changes in inductances generate fluctuations in the magnetic flux generated by them. Additionally, due to 
the shaft displacement, the permanent magnets magnetic flux is also altered. Hence, these combined 
effects are traduced in stator flux variations, which are reflected and amplified (due to the time derivative) 
in the back-emf spectrum, as shown in Fig.4.33. 
 
Fig.4.33. Back-emf spectra of healthy and partially demagnetized SPMSMs operating at 1500 r/min under 
rated load. Simulations obtained by introducing measured motor shaft displacements in the FEM model. 
Results from Fig.4.33 show that when considering a FEM model including both the effects of 
demagnetization and eccentricity, the back-emf spectrum contains fractional harmonics. 
Fig. 4.34 shows the simulated spectrum of the stator current when taking into account the shaft 
displacement.  
Results from Fig. 4.34 show the presence of fractional harmonics. It should be pointed out that when 
considering the demagnetization effects but not the shaft displacement there is no presence of fractional 
harmonics in the stator currents spectrum. Hence, these results show that demagnetization faults may 
amplify the amplitude of shaft displacement already present in any healthy motor, which in turn may 








Fig. 4.34. Phase currents spectra of healthy and partially demagnetized SPMSMs operating at 1500 r/min 
under rated load. Simulations obtained by introducing the measured motor shaft displacements in the FEM 
model. 
4.7 Conclusion 
In SPMSMs with integral windings the result of a partial demagnetization over a phase is a decrease in 
the back-emf voltage in a factor 1 –Kdem/2p. However there no appear frequencies different from those of 
the constructive harmonics. As a consequence, since the current is mainly influenced by the back-emf, it 
is difficult to identify demagnetization from stator current spectrum data.  
In this chapter is studied demagnetization faults in SPMSMs and an on-line diagnosis method based on 
the ZSVC is proposed, their theoretical foundations are established and results from experiments and 
simulations are compared taking into account equations obtained in this work. 
Although PWM inverters usually generate frequency components which can influence the ZSVC, these 
components can be removed by a low cost three-phase balanced resistor network. Thus ZSVC 
measurements between the motor neutral point and the neutral point of the resistor network are decoupled 
from the motor source and are only influenced by the machine harmonics. Simulation and experimental 
results show the efficacy of the ZSVC-based method 
Both simulation and experimental results show that the amplitude of the ZSVC provides reliable 
information about the condition of the SPMSM. Moreover, this methodology provides an easy-to-
calculate fault indicator or severity index which value depends on the severity of the fault. The proposed 
fault indicator is obtained and discussed with experimental test with healthy and faulty SPMSMs running 







5. ELECTRICAL FAULTS IN SPMSM 
Electrical SPMSMs faults can be divided in abnormal connection of the stator windings, stator short-
circuited turns and phase-to-phase or phase-to-neutral short-circuits. The first two are analyzed in this 
chapter.  
Inter-turns short-circuits are one of the most usual three-phase motors failures, which are related to stator 
winding insulation degradation, being one of the most difficult failures to identify and the initial step of a 
more severe fault (e.g. phase-phase short-circuit) [21]. In the case of PMSMs, inter-turn short-circuits 
may result in stator over currents that create a magnetic flux opposed to the natural flux of the permanent 
magnets, which in turn may lead to a demagnetization of the rotor magnets [22]. 
Stator inter-turn short-circuit faults have been analyzed in dc machines [71] as well as in induction motors 
using reference frame transformation theory [72-73]] or by adding an external sensor for measuring the 
dispersion flux for inter-turn short-circuit detection [74]. In the case of SPMSMs, references [75] and [14] 
propose a model whose parameters -inductances and back electromotive force, emf- were calculated from 
a finite elements simulation of the machine when running under the same operating conditions. In [76] a 
SPMSM parametric model is presented when single and double phase internal fault occurs, but no 
information about harmonic fault content is presented. Additionally, in [39] a parametric model to study 
stator inter-turn short circuit faults in a SPMSM is presented by using classical two-axis theory. However, 
this reference does not take into account the effects of spatial harmonics such as those due to the 
geometrical distribution of the rotor permanent magnets or non-sinusoidal stator windings configuration, 
although the last ones have a lower influence. Additionally, other researchers have made efforts for 
identifying stator short-circuit faults from the acquired spectrum of the stator currents with no aim to 
generate a fault model [66]. 
Thus, from the abovementioned references it is not possible to obtain a model able to localize the stator 
current harmonics due to short-circuit faults when dealing with SPMSMs with spatial harmonics. As a 
result, there is a clear lack of mathematical and physical foundations of stator short-circuit inter-turn 
faults in SPMSMs -especially when dealing with machine models that take into account spatial 
harmonics- and their effects in the harmonic content of stator currents.  
In this chapter it is presented a rigorous mathematical study of both stator short-circuit inter-turns and 
unbalance resistive faults in SPMSMs. To meet this objective, a set of consistent equations that allow 
modeling both healthy and faulty SPMSMs have been developed and simulated and compared with 
experimental test. From the models results, two fault detection methods are proposed; the first one is 
based on the analysis of the amplitude of the third harmonic of the stator currents for different operating 







5.1 Model of the SPMSM with resistive unbalance and inter-turns faults 
In this section the model of a healthy and faulty SPMSM with resistive unbalance and stator windings 
inter-turn faults is derived. Modeling of SPMSMs operating under these types of faults is the first stage to 
understand their effects and to develop fault detection methods.  
Several models have been created to describe an ac machine with inter-turn short-circuit faults [19, 58] 
but they do not take into account the effects of spatial harmonics.   
Fig.5.1 shows a wye-connected stator with n short-circuited inter-turns out of N total turns in phase A. 
 
 
Fig.5.1. a) Diagram of the three poles pairs studied SPMSM with stator inter-turn short-circuit faults. b) Stator 
windings connections diagram. 
In the case of an inter-turn short-circuit fault, both the actual speed of the SPMSM and the ratio υ= n/N, 
between the number n short-circuited inter-turns and the total number of turns N in a certain phase, 
greatly affects the severity of the fault. The current through the n short-circuited turns is designated as if 
while Rf is a resistance whose value depends on the fault severity. Lower values of Rf indicate severest 
inter-turn short-circuit conditions. 
The electrical equations of a faulty SPMSM – subscript f – with resistive unbalance in phase A and inter-
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Where the symbol ´  indicates the time derivative and: 
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where the resistance matrix [Rsf] has been adapted according to the unbalanced term Rs,a = kRs, being k a 





























R         (5.2) 
The flux linkage [λPM,abc] expressed in abc reference due to the permanent magnets taking into account 
the spatial harmonics (owing to the geometrical configuration of rotor magnets or non-sinusoidal stator 
windings configuration) is as follows [39]: 
 


































































ν       (5.3) 
Where h is the harmonic order. 
Equation above increases the accuracy of the model, because the spectrum of the current flowing through 
the faulty turns is directly influenced by spatial harmonics.  
Adding the first three rows of equation (5.1) and having into account equation (5.3), the expression of the 
ZSVC measured between the center of the stator windings and the dc mid-point of the inverter is obtained 
as follows: 
 











1λ PM,cPM,bPM,aPM,0 ++=  
The ZSVC measured as in equation (5.4) is not decoupled from the motor source effects. These 







windings and the central point of a three-phase balanced resistor network connected between the inverter 
and the motor as detailed in section 4.3 thus resulting in   
 





1V −+++−−=       (5.5) 
The first three terms in equation above are mainly influenced by the first harmonic of the supply 
frequency. Contrarily, the last term which is not related to the studied faults, primarily depends on the 
third harmonic component due to the permanent magnets particular geometry [39]. Hence, from the study 
of the first harmonic of ZSVC it is possible to detect both resistive unbalance and inter-turn faults. 
5.2 SPMSM with resistive unbalance and inter-turn faults including saturation 
It is well known that core saturation generates harmonic frequencies in the air gap flux distribution. 
Hence, saturation effects lead to odd harmonics in the experimental current spectrum [71]. A 








m HkB            (5.6) 
Note that equation above only accounts for odd harmonics because of the odd symmetry of B-H curve.  
Neglecting saturation effects, the linear magnetic flux λL through a phase winding is as follows: 
 
HkBk windLwindL µλ ==           (5.7) 
Where kwind is the winding factor, which value depends on the particular type of winding and µ is the 








=            (5.8) 
By taking into account saturation effects and equation (5.6), the expression of the saturated flux λsat 









mwindwindsat HkkHBk µλ          (5.9) 


























































       (5.11) 
By performing the time derivative of equation above and having into account saturation effects by means 


















































31p 753 phasephasephasehases kkkk λλλζ λλλλ +++= and phase states for a, b, c or f.  
Note that saturation effects are neglected when kλ3, kλ5 and kλ7 are set to zero. By including (5.12) in (5.1) 
it results in: 
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According to (5.13), resistive unbalance faults generate negative-sequence components due to the loss of 
symmetry in [Rsf,sat]. In a faulty machine the abovementioned conditions may result in third harmonic 
components in the current spectrum even with sinusoidal feeding. It is so because negative-sequence 
components may cause a phase of the machine to work instantaneously beyond the knee point of the B-H 
curve, thus generating saturation and third harmonic components in the current spectrum.  
Shorted turns also generate negative-sequence components due to the lack of symmetry in matrixes 
[Rsf,sat] and [Lsf,sat].  Additionally, the circulating current if has a third harmonic component which is 
greatly influenced by the rotor magnets geometry [39]. Equation (5.13) also predicts a link between the 
fault current if and the stator currents ia, ib and ic. Hence, the stator currents spectrum must present a third 
harmonic component originated by the shorted-turns which is not due to saturation effects since if has a 
demagnetizing effect [39].  
In case of analyzing third harmonic current components, they may be influenced by the motor source, 
thus making difficult the fault diagnosis.  
Summarizing, the first harmonic of the ZSVC and the third one of the stator currents are proposed in this 
work to detect and discriminate resistive unbalance and inter-turn faults. 
5.3 Simulation and experimental results 
Simulation and experimental results with the reference motor (Appendix A) are compared in this section. 
Simulations have been carried out according to equations derived in Section 5.2, which have been 
implemented by means of Matlab/Simulink. Input data required to perform simulations (flux harmonics, 
saturation curve, etc.) are obtained from the FEM model detailed in [39, 56].  
The reference motors (Appendix A) were especially modified to deal with the studied faults. The adapted 
SPMSM allows adjusting the shorted turns number. The stator resistances of the healthy motor were 
balanced to 1.50 Ω. A 1 Ω resistance was connected in series with phase A of the unbalanced SPMSM. To 
decouple measurements from the motor source, the ZSVC was measured by using a three-phase wye-
connected balanced resistive network as detailed in 4.3. The ZSVC was measured between the neutral 
point of the stator windings and the central point of the three-phase balanced resistor network. 
5.3.1  Fault current  
Inter-turns short-circuit simulations including spatial harmonics were made, with the aim to demonstrate 







Fig.5.2 shows simulation results of the evolution of the fault current as a function of the number of short-
circuited turns. As the number of shorted-turns increases, the harmonic distortion of if reduces because an 
increase of such current implies a reduction of the flux due to the permanent magnets. 
 
Fig.5.2. Current in the shorted turns for different fault levels at 6000 r/min and rated load. a) Model without 
spatial harmonics. b) New proposed model with spatial harmonics. c) Experimental. 
Results from Fig.5.2 shows that the proposed model results are finer than those obtained from the 
simulation model that does not account for the spatial harmonics. 
Once again Fig.5.3 shows a better performance of the model proposed in this work. For a given fault 
severity, the fault current increases with the SPMSM speed because the induced voltage due to permanent 









Fig.5.3. Current in four shorted turns for different speeds when running at 6000, 3000 and 600  r/min and 
rated load. a) Model without spatial harmonics. b) New proposed model with spatial harmonics. c) 
Experimental. 
5.3.2  Mixed resistive unbalance and inter-turns short-circuits at low speed and different loads 
Results presented in this section are based on a healthy motor (H), a motor with a resistive unbalance in 
phase a (RUa), a motor with four turns in short-circuit in phase A (SCb) and a motor combining both 
faults (RUa+SCb). The study of both types of faults is performed by analyzing the amplitude of the third 
harmonic of the stator currents and the first harmonic of the ZSVC. 
Fig.5.4.a and Fig.5.4.b, show respectively, simulation and experimental results of the third harmonic of 
the stator current in phase A when the motors H, RUa, SCb and RUa+SCb are analyzed. All motors are 
tested under different load conditions when operating at 1500 r/min. 
 
Fig.5.4. Third harmonic component of stator current in p.u. (SPMSM operating at 1500 r/min). a) Simulation 







Fig.5.5.a and Fig.5.5.b show, respectively, simulation and experimental results of the first harmonic 
component of the ZSVC when the motors H, RUa, SCb and RUa+SCb operate under different load levels 
at 1500 r/min.  
Results presented in Fig.5.4 and Fig.5.5 show a similar behavior in both the third harmonic of the currents 
and the first harmonic of the ZSVC. In the case of resistive unbalance, when analyzing its behavior under 
different load conditions, it can be approximated by a straight line intersecting the origin, as deduced 
from the first term in (5.5). In the case of short-circuited turns, both the third current harmonic and the 
first ZSVC harmonic are a consequence of the current circulating through the shorted-turns, which is 
greatly influenced by the actual speed of the SPMSM [39]. Hence, the behavior of these harmonics is 
almost not affected by the load of the motor. In the case of mixed faults (RUa+SCb), the third harmonic 
of the stator currents and the first one of the ZSVC have a linear behavior with respect to the load level. 
However, in this case the resulting straight line does not cross the origin because of the offset introduced 
by the short-circuit current, as explained in (5.5). 
 
Fig.5.5. First harmonic components of the ZSVC in p.u. (SPMSM operating at 1500 r/min). a) Simulation 
results. b) Experimental results.  
5.3.3  Mixed resistive unbalance and inter-turns short-circuits at high speed and different loads 
Fig. 5.6.a. and Fig. 5.6.b show, respectively, simulation and experimental results of the third harmonic of 
the stator current in phase A from motors H, RUa, SCb and RUa+SCb. All motors are tested under 
different load levels at 5500 r/min. 
Fig. 5.7.a and Fig. 5.7.b show, respectively, simulation and experimental results of the first harmonic 
component of the ZSVC from motors H, RUa, SCb and RUa+SCb at 5500 r/min. 
Results from Fig. 5.6 and Fig. 5.7 indicate that at high speed, the resistive unbalance presents a quasi-
linear behavior with respect to the load level (for both the third harmonic of the stator currents and the 
first one of the ZSVC), as in the case of low speed operation. When considering shorted-turns, the 







than at low speed operation since the circulating current if increases with the motor speed. When dealing 
with both faults simultaneously (RUa+SCb), the behavior of the harmonic frequencies is similar to that of 
the shorted-turns. It is so because the amplitude of the if harmonics prevails over the amplitude of the 
harmonics due to resistive unbalance. 
 
Fig. 5.6. Third harmonic components of stator current in p.u. (SPMSM operating at 5500 r/min). a) Simulation 
results. b) Experimental results.  
 
Fig. 5.7. First harmonic components of ZSVC in p.u. (SPMSMS at 5500 r/min.) a) Simulation results. b) 
Experimental results.  
5.3.4  Mixed unbalanced and inter-turns short-circuits at rated load and different speeds 
Fig. 5.8 shows simulation and experimental results of the third harmonic of the stator current in phase A 










Fig. 5.8. Third harmonic component of the stator current in p.u. (SPMSM at rated load). a) Simulation results. 
b) Experimental results.  
Fig. 5.9 show simulation and experimental results of the first harmonic of the ZSVC when the SPMSMs 
are tested at rated load under different speed conditions. 
 
 
Fig. 5.9. First harmonic component of the ZSVC in p.u. (SPMSM at rated load). a) Simulation results. b) 
Experimental results.  
From Fig. 5.8 and Fig. 5.9 it is deduced that in case of resistive unbalance the amplitudes of the first 
harmonic of the current and the first harmonic of the ZSVC are nearly independent of the speed. This 
result is corroborated by (5.5), since the mathematical expression of the ZSVC is independent of the 
actual speed of the SPMSM. However, in case of shorted-turns, the behavior of the analyzed harmonics is 
almost linear with the speed. The second and third terms in (5.5) are a function of the current if, whereas 
this last increases with the motor speed because of the induction of the rotor magnets [39]. However, 








According to the experimental results presented in this work, the third harmonic of the stator currents has 
a similar behavior than that of the first harmonic of the ZSVC.  
Summarizing, the results presented in this section show that it is possible to diagnose and discriminate 
resistive unbalance from stator winding inter-turn faults in SPMSMs by analyzing different operating 
conditions. In case of a resistive unbalance the amplitude of the analyzed harmonics remains nearly 
constant under speed changes, but increases linearly with the load level. Contrarily, in case of short-
circuit faults, the amplitude of the studied harmonics increases linearly with the motor speed but remains 
nearly constant under load level changes. 
As explained, from the analyzed results, the experimental ZSVC first harmonic has a closer behavior 
when compared with simulation results than the third harmonic of current. This is so because the ZSVC is 
decoupled from the motor source, which may significantly influence current spectrum [59]. However, the 
ZSVC requires accessing to the neutral point of the stator windings as occurs in fault tolerant schemes 
where an extra inverter leg is added [17, 77]]. TABLE 5.1 summarizes the results of this section.  
TABLE 5.1. Change in the third harmonic of the stator currents and in the ZSVC first harmonic amplitude 
 RU SC RU+SC 
Speed increase    
         Low load  ≈ constant ≈ linear ≈ linear 
         High load ≈ constant ≈ linear non-linear 
Load increase    
         Low speed ≈ linear ≈ constant ≈ linear 
         High speed ≈ linear ≈ constant ≈ constant 
RU: resistive unbalance 
SC: short-circuited turns 
RU+SC: resistive unbalance and short-circuited turns 
 
5.3.5  Mixed resistive unbalance and inter-turns short-circuits generalization 
From (5.5), the first harmonic amplitude of the ZSVC may be rewritten as a function of the speed and the 
load level as: 
 























 +−−= γγ    (5.14) 
Where γ is the phase shift between the stator current in phase A and current if. Assuming that the SPMSM 
has unity power factor, the angular displacement γ between ia and if is 120º. Fig. 5.10 shows the behavior 
of the first harmonic amplitude of the ZSVC as predicted by (5.14) with a SPMSM under resistive 
unbalance at different speeds and load conditions. It shows that the amplitude of the first harmonic is 









Fig. 5.10. Resistive unbalance in phase A (RUa).  First harmonic amplitude evolution of the ZSVC at different 
speeds and load conditions. 
Fig. 5.10 shows the evolution of the first harmonic amplitude of the ZSVC as predicted by (5.14) with the 
SPMSM running under fault of four shorted-turns at different speeds and load conditions. It shows that 
the amplitude of the first harmonic is nearly independent of the load level and increases almost linearly 
with speed. The deviation from the linearity is due to the inductive effect of the last term in (5.14), which 
becomes important at high speeds.  
 
 
Fig. 5.11. Four short-circuited turns in phase B (SCb).  First harmonic amplitude evolution of the ZSVC at 
different speeds and load conditions. 
Fig. 5.12 plots the behavior of the first harmonic amplitude of the ZSVC with the SPMSM running with 
both resistive unbalance and four shorted-turns at different speeds and load conditions. It indicates that as 
the load increases the linearity of the response curve decreases due to the combined effects of both 







ZSVC first harmonic amplitude with the load level, shorted-turns faults produce a non-linear increase 
with the motor speed.  
 
Fig. 5.12. Resistive unbalance in phase A and four short-circuited turns in phase B (RUa+SCb).  First 
harmonic amplitude evolution of the ZSVC at different speeds and load conditions. 
5.4 Comparative with different windings configurations  
To analyze the influence of the winding configuration on the harmonic content of the stator currents and 
the ZSVC, the five motors analyzed in section 4.5 were modified to deal with inter-turns short circuits 
faults. All the faulty motors have the same ratio between faulty and healthy turns (TABLE 5.2).  As in 
4.5, FEM simulations were carried out under stationary conditions. In the case of inter-turns short-circuits 
faults, it is presented results only from serial connected windings because there are not significant 
differences when compared with the case of parallel connections.  
TABLE 5.2. Parameters of SPMSMs with inter-turn short-circuits 
Features m1 m2 m3 m4 m5 
Slots/pole/phase (q) 1/2 1+1/4 1+1/4 3 3 
Poles (2p) 16 8 8 4 4 
Slots number 24 30 30 36 36 
Turns per phase 384 200 200 144 144 
Layer type Double Double Single Single Double 
Short pitch No Yes No No Yes 
Variable pitch No No Yes No No 
Symmetric winding Yes Yes No Yes Yes 
Shorted turns number 8 6 6 4 4 
 
Fig. 5.13 shows the stator currents spectra for the five series-connected winding configurations. Results 







integer harmonics amplitudes (including even harmonics in asymmetric windings). A summary of these 
results are as follows: 
 
• m1 (q = 1/2, double layer): the amplitudes of the constructive harmonics (5-th and 7-th) increase 
significantly in the faulty motor and there appear new triplen harmonics (3-th and 9-th). 
• m2 (q = 1+1/4, constant-pitch): in the case of a faulty SPMSM the constructive harmonics 
amplitudes (5-th and 7-th) increase significantly and new triplen harmonics components (3-th, 
and 6-th) appear in the currents spectrum. 
• m3 (q = 1+1/4, variable-pitch):  the 5-th harmonic amplitude decrease in the faulty motor, 
however the amplitude of 7-th harmonic increases. Furthermore, the faulty motor current 
spectrum contains new integer harmonics (3t-h, 4-th, 6th, etc).   
• m4 (q = 3, full-pitch): when dealing with a faulty machine, the constructive harmonics amplitudes 
(5-th and 7-th) increase and new triplen harmonics appear in the spectrum (3-th and 9-th). 
• m5 (q = 3, short-pitch):  in the case of faulty machine, the amplitudes of the 5-th harmonic 
increases, however the amplitude of the 7-th decreases. New triplen harmonics (3-th and 9-th) 










Fig. 5.13. Currents spectra for healthy and faulty SPMSMs. a) q=1/2 (8 shorted turns) b) q=1+1/4 (6 shorted 
turns) c) q=1+1/4 with variable step (6 shorted turns) d) q=3 (4 shorted turns) e) q=3 with short pitching (4 
shorted turns) 
Results from Fig. 5.14 show the influence of the winding configurations on the ZSVC spectrum. A 
summary of these results is as follows: 
 
• m1 (q = 1/2, double layer): the amplitudes of the ZSVC constructive harmonics (3-th and 9-th) 
decrease significantly in the case of faulty SPMSM and new odd harmonics appear in the ZSVC 
spectrum (1-th, 5-th and 7-th). 
• m2 (q = 1+1/4, constant-pitch): in the case of faulty SPMSM, amplitudes the constructive 
harmonics amplitudes (3-th, 6-th and 9-th) decrease slightly. Additionally, new integer harmonics 







• m3 (q = 1+1/4, variable-pitch):  similarly to the case of constant pitch, the constructive harmonics 
amplitudes decrease slightly and new integer harmonics appear in the ZSVC spectrum. 
• m4 (q = 3, full-pitch):  when dealing with a faulty machine, the constructive harmonics 
amplitudes (3-th and 9-th) decrease slightly. New odd harmonic components appear in the ZSVC 
spectrum (1-th, 5-th and 7-th), which have large amplitudes.  
• m5 (q = 3, short-pitch): similarly to the case of a full-pitch motor, the constructive harmonics 
amplitudes decrease slightly. New odd harmonics components appear in the ZSVC spectrum.  
 
 
Fig. 5.14. ZSVC spectra for healthy and faulty SPMSMs. a) q=1/2 (8 shorted turns) b) q=1+1/4 (6 shorted turns) 









Current and ZSVC harmonics due to inter-turns faults are related with the faulty current harmonics, 
which are a consequence of back-emf waveform. In order to investigate this phenomena, new simulations 
with motor m3 (q=1+1/4, variable pitch) were made, since it is the motor with the highest number of new 
harmonics. 
Fig. 5.15 shows the back-emf spectrum from the six faulty turns When the SPMSM operates as a 
generator under no-load conditions. This spectrum contains odd and even harmonics because of the 
winding asymmetry.  
 
Fig. 5.15. Back-emf spectrum induced in the faulty turns. (q=1+1/4, variable pitch) 
To study inter-turns short-circuit current effects, a new FEM simulation was performed by injecting a 
pure sine-wave current (50 A with only the fundamental harmonic) through the faulty turns as shown in 
Fig. 5.16.   
 
Fig. 5.16. Injected current through the faulty turns. 
Fig. 5.17 shows the spectrum of the injected current and that obtained from FEM simulations with a real 
inter-turn short-circuit fault. An important characteristic of the short-circuit current is that it contains the 








Fig. 5.17. Injected and real short-circuit current through the faulty turns. 
Fig. 5.18 shows the stator current and ZSVC spectra from simulations shown in Fig. 5.17.  In the case of 
the stator currents spectrum obtained by injecting the current in the shorted-turns (Fig. 5.18.a), in contrast 
with the case of the real inter-turn fault, there are not new harmonics as a result of the fault.  It is 
important to highlight that the third harmonic disappears in the former case. Consequently, this third 
harmonic could be originated by the third harmonic of the short-circuit current, and not from the 
saturation effects of the ferromagnetic core.  
As in the case of the current spectrum, the ZSVC spectrum presented in Fig. 5.18 does not contain 
additional harmonics besides the first harmonic.   
 
 
Fig. 5.18.  Spectra obtained by injecting current and considering real inter-turn short-circuits (SPMSM with 










In this chapter resistive unbalance and stator windings inter-turns short-circuits faults in SPMSMS are 
analyzed. In addition, a mathematical model for the study of such faults has been developed.  
Resistive unbalance faults produce negative-sequence components caused by stator asymmetry. These 
components may produce stator saturation which generates triplen harmonics in the current spectrum 
even with sinusoidal feeding. 
When a motor runs with inter-turn short-circuit faults, both the SPMSM speed and the ratio between 
shorted and the total number of turns in the damaged phase greatly affects the fault severity. Therefore a 
short-circuit involving several turns at low speed can be equivalent to few shorted turns at high speed. 
Resistive unbalance and inter-turns short-circuits can be diagnosed by means of the first harmonic of the 
ZSVC and the third one of the stator currents. The amplitude of analyzed harmonics increase linearly with 
the load in the case of unbalance resistance, contrarily, increase linearly with the speed under inter-turn 
short-circuits faults  
It is demonstrated that even though the ZSVC-based method requires an accessible neutral point, its 
spectrum is decoupled from the motor supply influence. Contrarily, the stator current based method does 
not need an extra stator connection. However, the stator currents spectrum can be influenced by the 
converter effects, making difficult the diagnosis.  
Additionally in this chapter it is studied the winding configuration influence in the inter-turns short-









6. DIAGNOSIS OF SPMSMS OPERATING UNDER NON-STATIONARY 
CONDITIONS BY MEANS OF ORDER TRACKING FILTERING  
In this chapter it is proposed a novel approach to detect demagnetization and windings inter-turn short-
circuits in a SPMSM running under non-stationary speed conditions and different load levels. 
Additionally, the Vold-Kalman filtering order tracking (VKF-OT) method is introduced to track selected 
harmonics. In the automobile industry harmonic frequencies, i.e. frequencies that are integer or fractional 
multiples of the fundamental one are commonly referred as orders. The order spectrum represents the 
signal amplitude as a function of the harmonic order instead of its absolute frequency [31]. Order or 
harmonic tracking (OT) is a process for recovering a particular order waveform in the time domain from a 
given waveform which usually contains multiple harmonics and a noise signal [31]. OT is recognized as 
an effective instrument to deal with non-stationary vibration and noise signals whose amplitudes and 
frequencies are directly related with the speed of a rotating shaft [78]. One of its main appealing features 
is that allows identifying orders when dealing with non-stationary data, thus eliminating the influences of 
varying rotational speed. However, high-resolution OT-based methods require an accurate and 
simultaneous acquisition (at the same sampling frequency) of the machine speed and the input signal of 
interest [79]. One of the most suitable and promising techniques for tracking harmonic frequencies in 
machines running under non-stationary conditions is the Vold-Kalman filter based order tracking (VKF-
OT) algorithm. 
This chapter also develops and analyzes the behavior of fault indicators for detecting demagnetization and 
winding inter-turn short-circuits which are especially designed to deal with non-stationary speed 
conditions.  
Time-frequency methods such as wavelet-based analysis [33] or methods based on the Cohen’s class [34] 
among others may also be applied to track harmonic frequencies. However, in order to improve the 
resolution, some of the methods based on time-frequency transforms require filtering the analyzed signal 
in order to remove the fundamental harmonic frequency, because its amplitude is often much greater than 
the related fault harmonic [80]. Additionally, most of them calculate the whole or at least a broad band of 
the spectrum at each time prior obtaining a fault indicator index. Conversely, the VKF-OT only extracts 
the harmonic frequency of interest (but not the whole spectrum) by applying an adaptive band-pass filter 
centered on that frequency. When tracking a very small harmonics number, VKF-OT is a compact 
solution since it includes harmonic extraction and tracking steps. Hence, VKF-OT algorithm minimizes 







6.1 Vold-Kalman Order Tracking Filtering  
VKF-OT provides several advantages over other OT methods. It allows extracting both the amplitude and 
phase of the analyzed orders at each time instant directly from the original data, working directly in the 
time domain [79]. Furthermore, VKF-OT allows an accurate identification of close and crossing orders 
over a wide speed range of the studied motor with no smearing-related problems while presenting 
improved order resolution compared to other OT techniques. Additionally, its tracking performance does 
not depend of the slew rate (rotational speed) [81].  
VKF-OT is based on Kalman filtering, allowing accurate tracking of orders of known frequency from 
noisy signals. The VKF-OT was first developed by Havard Vold [81] to track sinusoidal waves acquired 
using a constant sampling period.  
The VKF-OT algorithm first-generation basically consists on processing the analyzed signal through an 
adaptive filter whose central frequency is calculated at each time from the current motor speed, while its 
bandwidth is selected by applying a specific criterion. Hence, the time signal outputted by the VKF 
algorithm is the result of applying a band-pass filter around the analyzed order. Next, the order is 
extracted from this latter signal by applying an envelope detector algorithm [79]. The second-generation 
VKF-OT algorithm uses a different envelope detector, based on a polynomial fit. Then it is filtered by 
applying some particular method[81]. The selectivity of the second-generation algorithm may settled by 
selecting the polynomial order (number of filter poles), which usually ranges from 1 to 4, the latter being 
the one with the best selectivity [79]. The VKF-OT algorithm applied in this work is that found in the 
Vibra Tools Toolbox for Matlab. 
Selection of the filter bandwidth is a key issue when applying VKF-OT technique, since a narrow 
bandwidth allows separating close components but with a longer response time (limited ability to follow 
sharp changes in the signal amplitude) and vice versa [78]. Hence, to choose a suitable bandwidth it is 
necessary some prior information of the analyzed signal. 
Once the analyzed harmonic has been obtained from the VKF-OT, a peak detector algorithm is applied to 
find the amplitude envelope. The shape of this envelope is greatly influenced by the fault nature. The 
peak detector algorithm consists of two steps. The absolute value of the tracked harmonic waveform is 
calculated in the first step. Subsequently, their peaks are detected in the second step, and the tracked 
harmonic envelope is obtained from the whole set of peak points. Fig. 6.1 shows a diagram of the 









Fig. 6.1.  Mathematical process for envelope extraction from the tracked harmonic amplitude. 
6.2 Demagnetization harmonics tracking  
According to section 4.1, when dealing with the reference motors (q = 1) (Appendix A) in the stator 
currents spectrum there is no presence of new fault harmonics. Hence, in order to diagnose 
demagnetization faults, constructive stator current harmonics must be analyzed.  In section 4.4 the third 
harmonic of the ZSVC (fundamental harmonic of that signal) was analyzed for this purpose. 
This section studies the behavior of the fifth current harmonic and the third ZSVC harmonic to diagnose 
demagnetization faults from experimental results.  With this aim, the demagnetization index 1 – Kdem, 








To discriminate between faulty and healthy conditions in any machine, a reference state is required. Here, 
that reference is obtained by performing a frequency sweep between 500 and 6000 r/min to the reference 
healthy machine. It is done by using a triangular speed profile as shown in Fig. 6.2 which emulates motor 
soft-starting and soft-stopping conditions. However, other speed profiles may be imposed since it is 
required data covering the whole speed range under analysis.  
 
 
Fig. 6.2.  Triangular speed profile from 500 to 6000 r/min, f=0.13 Hz 
Fig. 6.3 shows the flow chart of the proposed demagnetization diagnosis method. 
 








Fig. 6.4 shows both the fifth current harmonic and the third ZSVC harmonic evolution with speed which 
have been tracked by applying the VKF-OT algorithm and the process detailed in Fig. 6.3. 
 
 
Fig. 6.4. Experimental results of a healthy SPMSM. Current and ZSVC harmonic evolution with speed 
(triangular speed profile, f = 0.13Hz). a) 5th current harmonic. b) 3th ZSVC harmonic 
As shown in Fig. 6.4, a third-order polynomial fit of the analyzed harmonics amplitude with the speed has 
been applied. Results presented clearly show that load level greatly influences third current harmonic 
amplitude. Contrarily, the behavior of the third ZSVC harmonic is almost independent of the load 
conditions. 
Next, a partially demagnetized SPMSM is analyzed. The faulty machine has two poles out of six 75% 
magnetized, leading a theoretical demagnetization index 1 – Kdem = 0.916. The experimental tests carried 
out include a speed change between 3500 and 5500 r/min and a speed change between 500 and 2500 
r/min.  The triangular speed profiles frequencies are f = 0.36 Hz and f = 0.18 Hz, as detailed in Fig. 6.5.  
 
 







As done in the case of the healthy machine, when dealing with the demagnetized motor, the fifth current 
harmonic and the third ZSVC harmonic are tracked by means of the VKF-OT algorithm when applying 
the above-explained speed changes. This procedure was applied under different load conditions. Fig. 6.6 
presents experimental results for healthy and demagnetized SPMSMs running with a 3500-5500 r/min 
speed triangular profile with 30% and 100% load conditions.  
 
Fig. 6.6. Healthy and demagnetized harmonics amplitudes (3500-500 r/min, f=0.36 Hz). a) 5th Current 
harmonic amplitude b) 3th ZSVC harmonic amplitude  
Results from Fig. 6.6 show that experimental values obtained from the partially demagnetized machine 
are below the reference polynomial fits obtained for the healthy machine. This is true for both the 
currents-based and the ZSVC-based methods. However, the ZSVC curves of the partially demagnetized 
SPMSMs are closer to the reference ones than in the case of the stator currents curves. 
Fig. 6.7 shows experimental results obtained when a triangular speed change between 500 and 2500 r/min 
is applied. 
 
Fig. 6.7. Healthy and demagnetized harmonics amplitudes (500-2500 r/min, f=0.36 Hz). a) 5th Current 







As shown in Fig. 6.7, it is difficult to diagnose demagnetization faults by the analysis of stator currents 
fifth harmonic at low speed, since some of the experimental points are above the reference curve obtained 
from the healthy motor conditions. Contrarily, the third ZSVC harmonic has a similar behavior than that 
obtained at high speed operation. 
Fig. 6.8 details experimental values of the demagnetization index 1 - Kdem obtained from tests carried out 
under varying speed conditions. 
 
Fig. 6.8. Demagnetization index 1-Kdem obtained from experimental tests with healthy and partially 
demagnetized SPMSM by applying a triangular speed profile and different load conditions. a) 3500-5500 
r/min. b) 500-2500 r/min. 
Each data point shown in Fig. 6.8 was calculated by averaging the factors 1 – Kdem  resulting from 30%, 
50%, 75% and 100% load tests.  
When analyzing the speed change from 3500 to 5500 r/min by means of both the stator currents and the 
ZSVC based methods, the demagnetization index 1 – Kdem is less than unity, thus making the diagnosis 
feasible. Although it is possible to quantify the fault severity by analyzing the third ZSVC harmonic, it is 
not possible from the analysis of the third harmonic of the stator currents.  
In regard the data obtained from the 500-2500 r/min triangular speed change, it is possible to perform a 
quantitative fault diagnosis from the analysis of the third ZSVC harmonic. However, the fifth harmonic of 
the stator currents is greater than unity, thus it does not allow identifying such a fault. TABLE 6.1 
presents the average values of demagnetization index 1-Kdem presented in Fig. 6.8. 
TABLE 6.1. Experimental average values of the demagnetization factor 1 - Kdem obtained from the analysis of 
the fifth current harmonic and the third ZSVC harmonic. 
Speed change 5th Current harmonic 3th ZSVC harmonic Theoretical  value 
3500-5500 r/min 0.331 0.893 0.917 








6.3 Inter-turns short-circuit harmonics tracking  
As done with demagnetization faults, detection of inter-turn short-circuits needs the actual motor speed. 
The VKF-OT algorithm is applied to track the ZSVC first harmonic component and the third one of stator 
currents. Fig. 6.9 shows a flow chart of the applied process in this section. 
 
Fig. 6.9. Flow chart of the inter-turns short-circuits diagnosis process 
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The last term in equation above is the most significant one because of the important permanent magnets 























λ       
 (6.2) 
Where θ is the rotor angular position and its time derivative is the angular speed ω. Hence, (6.2) predicts 
that for a given number of short-circuited turns, the fault current if is proportional to the motor speed. This 
result is corroborated experimentally, as shown in Fig. 6.10, being an experimental validation of the 








Fig. 6.10. Measured fault current if of a faulty SPMSM with 4 short-circuited turns. The results have been 
obtained under constant speed operation. 
Next, the fault current if is measured in the case of 4 short-circuited turns when the SPMSM runs under 
non-stationary speed conditions. For this purpose a triangular speed profile with frequency 0.36 Hz is 
imposed within a speed interval range from 3500 to 5500 r/min. Fig. 6.11 shows the normalized speed 
profile and the normalized envelope of the fault current if. The envelope has been calculated by tracking 
the first harmonic component of the current if by means of the VKF-OT algorithm followed by the peak 
detector algorithm. Normalizations have been done by dividing the current value of the variable by its 
average value calculated over the analyzed time interval. 
 
Fig. 6.11. SPMSM with 4 short-circuited turns running under a triangular speed profile from 3500 to 5550 
r/min. Normalized triangular speed profile and normalized envelope of the first harmonic of the fault current if 
Experimental results presented in Fig. 6.11 corroborate the assumption made in (6.2) which states that the 
fault current if is proportional to the current motor speed. However, under practical operating conditions 







6.3.1  Behavior of stator currents third harmonic and the first one of ZSVC 
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According to (6.3), the ZSVC first harmonic component has three terms. The first one is proportional to 
the speed, the second one is quadratic with the speed and the third one depends on speed time derivative. 
Depending on the imposed profile speed, each term in (6.3) has its own shape and its own central 
frequency. As the first term is proportional to the speed, it is the easier to track. This term is the one 
analyzed in this work. 
In Fig. 6.12 the first term in (6.3) is tracked by means of VKF-OT algorithm when imposing a triangular 
speed profile. Next, a peak detector and an envelope extractor algorithm are applied. Afterwards, the 
tracked harmonic is normalized with respect to the third ZSVC harmonic amplitude (fundamental 
component) of a healthy SPMSM operating at 6000 r/min. 
 
 
Fig. 6.12.  Experimental envelope of the first ZSVC harmonic when the healthy and the faulty SPMSMs run 
under a triangular speed profile. The reference ZSVC value is 46 V. a) Speed change (f = 0.36 Hz) from 3500 to 
5500 r/min. b) Speed change (f = 0.18 Hz) from 500 to 2500 r/min. c) Speed change (f = 0.108 Hz) from 100 to 
1500 r/min. 
Fig. 6.12 shows that the normalized value of the first ZSVC harmonic has the same shape than the 
imposed speed profile. It also proves that its amplitude increases with the number of turns in short-circuit.  
Similarly as done with the ZSVC, Fig. 6.13 tracks the normalized value of the third harmonic of the stator 
current in phase B by means of VKF-OT algorithm when the same triangular speed profile is applied. 








Fig. 6.13.  Experimental envelope of the third current harmonic when the healthy and the faulty SPMSMs run 
under a triangular speed profile. a) Speed change (f = 0.36 Hz) from 3500 to 5500 r/min. b) Speed change (f = 
0.18 Hz) from 500 to 2500 r/min. c) Speed change (f = 0.108 Hz) from 100 to 1500 r/min. 
Experimental results from Fig. 6.12 and Fig. 6.13 show a similar behavior of the first term of the first 
ZSVC harmonic and the third harmonic of the stator currents. However, the method based on the ZSVC is 
more sensitive and accurate than the stator currents-based method, especially at low speed with few 
shorted turns. Fig. 6.13.c shows that at very low speed operation, the method based on the analysis of the 
third harmonic of the stator currents has no accuracy enough to track the fault harmonic. It is so because 
the ratio between the amplitude of the third harmonic and the amplitude of the fundamental one is very 
low (0.001 at 100 r/min and full load conditions for the SPMSM with four shorted turns). Conversely, the 
ratio between the first harmonic amplitude of the ZSVC and its fundamental harmonic is much higher 
(0.064). Hence, the ZSVC provides better sensitivity and accuracy, especially at low and very low speed 
operation since changes in the ZSVC-based results are magnified when compared to the ones based on 
the analysis of the stator currents. 
It is worth noticing that the first ZSVC harmonic is mainly due to the short-circuit fault whereas the third 
one (the fundamental harmonic) is originated by the permanent magnets geometry (dλPM,0/dt). 
Additionally, both harmonics amplitudes are proportional to the machine speed. Hence the ratio between 
the first ZSVC harmonic and the third harmonic amplitude is nearly independent of the motor speed. 
Consequently, the ZSVC-based method presents improved sensitivity even under very low speed 
operation, as shown in Fig. 6.12.c. 
The analyzed harmonics of the stator currents have a different behavior. The third stator currents 
harmonic amplitude (fault harmonic) depends on machine speed because of the permanent magnets 
induction effect. Consequently, the ratio between the stator current fault harmonic amplitude and the 







a method, especially at low speed operation as detailed in Fig. 6.13.b. Consequently, to achieve accurate 
enough results, this method requires high resolution current sensors. 
6.3.2  The m and R fault indicators  
To develop fault indicators, first it is required to plot the values presented in Fig. 6.12 and Fig. 6.13 
against the motor speed as shown in Fig. 6.14 and Fig. 6.15.  
 
 
Fig. 6.14.   Experimental envelope of the first ZSVC harmonic as a function of the motor speed when the 
healthy and the faulty SPMSMs operate under a triangular speed profile. The reference ZSVC value is 46 V. a) 
Speed change (f = 0.36 Hz) from 3500 to 5500 r/min. b) Speed change (f = 0.18 Hz) from 500 to 2500 r/min. c) 
Speed change (f = 0.108 Hz) from 100 to 1500 r/min. 
 
Fig. 6.15.   Experimental envelope of the third current ib harmonic as a function of the motor speed when the 
healthy and the faulty SPMSMs operate under a triangular speed profile. a) Speed change (f = 0.36 Hz) from 
3500 to 5500 r/min. b) Speed change (f = 0.18 Hz) from 500 to 2500 r/min. c) Speed change (f = 0.108 Hz) from 







Results shown in Fig. 6.14 clearly indicate that the amplitude of the first term of the first ZSVC harmonic 
increases proportionally with the motor speed. Consequently, this result is independent of the shape of the 
applied speed change profile. Similarly, results from Fig. 6.15 show that the amplitude of the third 
harmonic of the stator currents tends to increase proportionally with the motor speed. However, in this 
case the result is more disperse because of the abovementioned sensitivity problems, especially at lower 
speed operation. 
As shown in Fig. 6.14 and Fig. 6.15, there is a clear link between the speed variation and the change in 
the magnitudes of the ZSVC first harmonic amplitude and the third one of the stator currents. Hence, two 
fault indicators are defined, the slope m of the curves in Fig. 6.14 and Fig. 6.15 and the correlation 
coefficient R.  
Fig. 6.16 and Fig. 6.17 show the evolution of the two fault indicators R and m when analyzing the first 
harmonic component of the ZSVC and the third one of the stator currents against the motor speed. Both 
parameters have been calculated under different load conditions of the analyzed SPMSM when a 
triangular speed reference is applied. 
 
Fig. 6.16.  Fault indicators m and R are calculated over the normalized envelope of the first ZSVC harmonic. 








Fig. 6.17.  Fault indicators m and R are calculated over the normalized envelope of the third stator current 
harmonic. a) Fault indicator R. b) Fault indicator m. 
Although results presented in Fig. 6.16 and Fig. 6.17 are referred to the line current in phase B, similar 
experimental results were obtained for phases A and C. 
The occurrence of an inter-turn fault is directly related to the correlation coefficient R. High values of the 
coefficient R indicate a high probability of fault occurrence, independently of the speed change applied. 
However, low values of R may indicate both, a healthy condition or that the sensor is not sensitive 
enough to detect the occurrence of a given fault level. 
Experimental results presented in Fig. 6.16 and Fig. 6.17 show that the steeper the slope m, the more 
severe the fault. Hence, the severity of the analyzed fault may be quantified by means of the slope m since 
it increases with the number of short-circuited turns. Results from Fig. 6.16 and Fig. 6.17 show that the 
slope m is almost constant in front of load changes in all the speed range. Furthermore, the slope is nearly 
independent of both the profile of the speed change and its range of variation.  
It is worth noticing that owing to their nature, both fault indicators m and R are designed to work under 
non-stationary speed conditions. The proposed system may be particularly useful during the start-up, 







In the SPMSM analyzed, the most sensitive harmonic of the stator currents for detecting inter-turn faults 
is the third one, while the other harmonics are affected in a lesser extent [39] due to its particular stator 
windings configuration. However, depending on the stator windings configuration, other stator currents 
harmonics may be analyzed [82] by applying the methodology developed in this work. Contrarily, the 
ZSVC has the same behavior, independently of the configuration of the stator windings. 
6.4 Conclusion 
Nowadays, there are many applications in which motors operate under variable speed conditions. For this 
purpose, this chapter has dealt with demagnetization and inter-turns short-circuit fault detection in 
SPMSMs from the analysis of stator currents and ZSVC non-stationary signals. 
The VKF-OT algorithm has been introduced successfully for tracking fault related harmonics under a 
wide speed range and different load levels. It has been shown the suitability of this algorithm to deal with 
the analyzed problems.  
In the case of demagnetization faults, the tracked harmonics are the fifth when analyzing the stator 
currents and the third one when studying the ZSVC. Additionally, the demagnetization index presented in 
section 4.3 is applied. 
In the case of inter-turns short-circuit faults, this chapter presents two reliable faults indicators especially 
focused to detect such faults under non-stationary speed conditions.  
Experimental results have validated the methodology suitability for carrying out demagnetization and 










7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
7.1 Conclusions 
PMSMs have appealing features comprising compactness because of their high power and high torque 
density, high efficiency and reliability, simple construction, and precise torque control. Therefore, they 
are a highly suitable alternative for high performance systems such as traction drives, particularly for 
hybrid and electric vehicle power train with compact structure. On-line condition monitoring and 
diagnosis is an attractive tool that allows reducing unexpected failures occurrence. Consequently this 
thesis is dedicated to the magnetic and electrical faults diagnosis in PMSMs running under stable and 
non-stationary conditions.  
This work has exhaustively analyzed demagnetization and electrical faults in PMSMs from a theoretical 
point of view. Next, the most suitable methods to detect such faults are identified. Subsequently the 
sensitivity and performance of these methods are evaluated by means of experimental measurements 
under steady-state conditions. Once the most suitable methods have been identified, their scope is 
extended to non-stationary conditions by using appropriate tracking algorithms 
It is important to highlight that there is not a general approach for PMSM fault diagnosis, and in each case 
the diagnosis method depends on motor configuration, fault type and operational conditions.  
 
For demagnetization faults, the main finding of this thesis is as follows: 
 
• Due to geometric effects, the magnetic flux spectrum in a real PMSM has a high third harmonic 
amplitude besides others odd harmonics. Consequently, the back-emf has an important third 
harmonic component. However, if the PMSM is wye connected, no triplen harmonics will exist in 
the stator current, but they will exist in the ZSVC spectrum, and their amplitudes will decrease 
with the severity of the demagnetization fault. Therefore, third ZSVC harmonic monitoring is 
proposed as an alternative for demagnetization detection in PMSMs with integral windings and 
the third ZSVC harmonic amplitudes ratio between a faulty and a healthy PMSM can be used as a 
fault severity index.  
 








• Combined effects of resistive unbalance and stator windings inter-turn faults have been very little 
studied in general, and not studied in PMSMs in particular. In this work it is demonstrated that 
both types of faults greatly influence the third harmonic amplitude of the stator currents and the 
first harmonic of the ZSVC. Hence, by monitoring the stator currents and/or the ZSVC under 
different operating conditions of the PMSM, it is possible to establish a fault diagnosis scheme 
which allows discriminating both types of faults. In the case of a resistive unbalance, analyzed 
harmonics amplitudes remain nearly constant under motor speed changes, but increase linearly 
with the load level. Contrarily, in the case of short-circuit faults, studied harmonics amplitudes 
increase linearly with the motor speed but remain nearly constant under load changes 
 
In the case of non-stationary analysis, the main finding of this work is as follows: 
 
• The VKF-OT algorithm is introduced to track selected harmonics for detecting demagnetization 
and inter-turns short-circuit faults by analyzing non-stationary stator currents and ZSVC signals. 
The VKF-OT has the advantage that only extracts desired harmonics at each time by applying an 
adaptive band pass filter, which are the cases of demagnetization and electrical faults, where just 
certain frequencies are analyzed. Therefore VKF-OT is a compact solution since it includes both 
the harmonic extraction and tracking steps. From the VKF-OT output data it is possible to 
calculate fault indicators for both magnetic and electrical failures.  
 
7.2 Future work  
Some research topics that can be studied in the future are discussed as follows: 
 
• Mechanical faults are among the most frequent faults related to electric motors. Bearing faults 
often might manifest themselves as rotor asymmetry faults, which are usually covered under the 
category of eccentricity-related faults. Consequently all these mechanical defects create 
distortions in the air gap flux distribution and may affect the ZSVC spectrum. As a consequence 
mechanical faults diagnosis by means of ZSVC should be studied.  
 
• In this work it is demonstrated that the ZSVC is decoupled from the motor supply. However, its 
main disadvantage is the necessity of an accessible neutral point of the ststor windings. On the 
other hand in the case of stator current spectra analysis, this extra connection is not required, but 







currents method, the influence of motor controller and its associated power electronics should be 
investigated.  
 
• In this thesis it is discussed the motor configuration influence on the fault diagnosis. Therefore 
for a full CBM structure it is interesting to design an expert system which can be able to combine 
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